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Letter from the Editor:
Winter is now coming upon us and what does
that mean for the “cold” weather states?
More time for reading on those cold winter
nights. We have a lot of authors on our
recommended reading list that you can
pick up and discover someone new. Anyway enough with the plugs,
I’m going to change it up a little with this letter and answer some of the
questions that I get asked a lot:
Q. Why did you start the magazine?
A. I started this magazine as a hobby. My wife and I would go to Barnes
and Noble and see the same twenty authors featured. We knew that there
had to be more authors out there in the genre of suspense/thriller, than
this. So I decided to take matters into my hands and set sail with this
journey. I loved the response I got out of the gate and realized that so
many authors and publishers need an outlet to get their authors to you
the reader.
Q. Which author are you trying to interview, that you haven’t talked
to already?
A. Clive Cussler and Patricia Cornwell would be the top two on my list
of bestselling authors. I believe their bodies of work are outstanding;
after all, they have been writing for so long. Both of their characters
“Dirk Pitt” (Cussler) and “Kay Scarpetta” (Cornwell), are icons in the
suspense scene.
Q. How do you help new authors?
A. I get this question a lot. We do a lot of research on this. We search many
different places seeking authors that have books which fall into our genre.
If we see a book that is of interest we contact them. About fifty percent of the
time we receive books in the mail from new authors and/or their publisher.
What we do is interview them, review their book and put them in the magazine.
We feature them with a free ad and put them up on the website. This way we
can maximize their exposure and get as many people as we can to read their
outstanding work.
If you have a question please email me. I love to hear feedback on the magazine
and also suggestions on different authors.

- John Raab
Editor, Suspense Magazine
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Winter Moon by Barbara J. Lloyd

Ask Your
Writing Career
Coach
with Tiffany Colter

Q:
A:

I want to write a book, but I seem to burn out before the book gets done. How do I
get past that?

There are a few different options to help you, depending on what is really at the heart
of the issue. If you are dealing with writer’s block there are a few different things that
can help. First, you can read some books in your genre. The one danger is, this can
become an excuse for inactivity. You read books to avoid writing them under the guise of learning craft.
Determine what book you will read and what you specifically hope to get out of it. When I have a hard
time with emotional depth in my novels, I tend to read romance novels or women’s fiction. When I’m
having a hard time with dialog or characterization I will read fast paced books that appear to have lots of
“white space” on the page when I flip through them. If I have specific plot issues I will reread a book that
has stuck with me. In all of these cases, I continually think through my own story as I listen to the other.
It is like doing math speed drills, but for writing.
If the issue is simply a lack of motivation then you need to get accountable. Find an accountability partner who will bug you daily or weekly on your progress. Make sure it is someone who is not likely
to buy your stalling techniques. One great way to do this is NaNoWriMo. NaNoWriMo stands for National
Novel Writing Month which takes place each November. You can find out about the challenge that draws
thousands of writers every year in to a month-long writing marathon by visiting their website at www.
nanowrimo.org.
Sometimes our story simply is done far earlier than it should be. Most books are sixty thousand
to one hundred thousand words. What if you’re done telling your story at forty thousand? That is when
you go back through and reexamine your characters. Find out more about them. A great tool for that is
“Writing the Breakout Novel”, by Donald Maass. His exercises challenge you to explore deeper plotlines
and create more memorable characters.
Finally, sometimes the only way to get over this is to push past the wall. All runners know there is
a wall you hit where you physically feel like you cannot do any more. Writers hit this as well. That is when
the vast majority of people quit and “wait for their muse” to return. We don’t always have the luxury of
waiting for something as temperamental as inspiration. Professional writers are those who create inspiration in order to follow through on a deadline.
Do you have a question on writing or marketing? I’m happy to answer it. Contact me through my
website and let me know you read Suspense Magazine. I may select your question for an upcoming issue.
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Truth or
Legend

"Champ" of Lake Champlain

Everyone knows the story of The Loch Ness Monster. It’s been around since well before any of us now
living was born.
As a child, I had more than one first-hand, eye witnessing of “Champ”, the ‘monster’ of Lake
Champlain. We used to go camping in Vergennes, Vermont at a place called Whispering Pines. Like Nessie,
Champ is elusive at best. However, if you’ve never been to Lake Champlain—which traverses New York,
Vermont and Quebec—it is the perfect home for an eerie creature. It’s been called America’s Loch Ness. It’s
cold, big, deep and very, very grayish-brown, almost like clay.
We went out on the lake every day. I was only ten years old at the time and I had never heard of The
Loch Ness Monster. My sister and brothers were in the boat with me and my father. We all saw three dark
humps come up out of the water. It almost looked like three, giant inner tubes close together. We never saw
a head nor a tail, but the humps were there and quite definitive.
It was then when our father told us about Nessie. He didn’t say much—since we were quite young—
but he did tell us about a monster believed to be living in the lake. As scared as we all were—with the
probable exception of my father—we couldn’t wait to go out on the lake every chance we got so we would
have another chance at seeing it.
Below is a little more information about how it got started and beyond:
In July 1883, Sheriff Nathan H. Mooney looked off toward
the northwest part of New York’s Lake Champlain and saw a
gigantic water serpent fifty yards away. It was twenty-five to thirty
feet in length and came up out of the water about five feet. It was
close enough for the him to clearly see the round white spots inside
it’s mouth.
Champ has been sighted over two hundred forty times. The
one hundred nine-mile-long lake is also similar to Loch Ness in
that both are deep, freshwater lakes that were created ten thousand
years ago. Lake Champlain’s maximum depth of four feet is not
as deep at Loch Ness, but is still quite impressive as a monster’s
Photo Credit © Sandra Mansi
hiding place. Both lakes support enough fish to feed a small group
of lake monsters. A group? I never considered there was more than one, but as a child, procreation wasn’t
upper-most in my mind, especially when it came to multiplying monsters.
Joseph W. Zarzynski, a social studies teacher from Wilton, New York and founder of Lake Champlain
Phenomena Investigation, says Champ is real even though his existence is supported by scanty evidence
when compared to Nessie’s photographs and eyewitness testimony. However, Zarzynski thinks there is
enough impressive data to support the belief that Champ does indeed exist.
4
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Joseph W. Zarzynski and Jim Kennard of
Rochester Engineering Laboratories used high-tech
sonar to search for Champ. Perhaps they hit pay-dirt
when on June 3, 1979, they took readings that showed
the presence of a ten to fifteen foot long moving object
in the water beneath them. Sheesh, only ten to fifteen
feet…to a ten-year-old girl I imagined it to be much,
much longer.
Approximately one-third of the sightings are
of a creature with a long, sinuous neck and a body
with one or more humps. It’s fifteen to twenty-five
feet long and dark in color. Sounds like what we saw,
doesn’t it? The rest of the eyewitness sightings are the
Photo Credit © Gamma Liaison /Sandra Mansi same, but with no visible head. For the record, in all
the times we’d seen Champ, we never saw his head.
The theories suggest Champ may be an identical animal to the Loch Ness Monster. Zarzynski favors the
plesiosaur as the most-likely candidate.
There are some photographs and video footage of Champ. However, while most of it’s tantalizing, the
fact remains it’s inconclusive. Sandra Mansi of Connecticut took a photograph on July 5, 1977. She thought
it was a ‘dinosaur’ whose neck and head were some six feet out of the water. Her photograph has been
examined by scientists, who concluded that it was not retouched or tampered with. The picture appeared in
the 1981 June and July issues of the New York Times and Time Magazine. It captured a lot of public and media
attention.
If Champ is ever found, it’s arguably due to the pioneering efforts of Joseph W. Zarzynski. After
more than ten years of surface surveillance, he has evolved to using sonar and more recently underwater
photography. While utilizing remotely operated vehicles like the ones used to film the Titanic and find
treasure in shipwrecks, he continues his search. Recently, Zarzynski has turned his attention to searching
for a Champ carcass through scuba and sonar searches. Such a carcass would prove the monster to be a real
animal, without having to endanger a living Champ.
Even as I recall the sightings I had as a
child, I realize it sounds more than a little farfetched. I try to put it into perspective. When
you’re young, everything seems bigger than
it really is. Couple that with the fact we were
not on top of the creature—distance was our
enemy—and having the proper perception is
illusive at best.
My questions are these: Who’s to say
there’s more than one “Champ”? What makes
Zarzynski and others like him think not only
could there be a carcass, but that one has actually
expired? Perhaps they’re prehistoric and live for
hundreds and hundreds of years? It certainly
would explain the phenomenon’s longevity.
I’d prefer to think of it that way rather than
considering the idea of them actually mating! 
http://www.strangemag.com/nessie.home.html
Map of Lake Champlain
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A Girl’s Desperate Need for Friendship

Creating a Book Club:

What do you do when your book betrays you? What do you do when you
reach for that thick, comfortable binding and immerse yourself inside, only to be
deeply betrayed? People betray you everyday, it’s almost expected and books are
the means in which we escape. Books are supposed to give us momentary freedom
from a world, which is otherwise frustrating and overly complex. So what do you do,
when even that imaginary world within pages, let’s you down?
My life has betrayed me more times than I can count. Most of the people I
love, who I feel the most deeply connected to, have let me down. I’m sure I am not
the only one. Look at your life and count how many people you can whole-heartedly
count on. I know very few. I know my friends and family love me, I know most of
them would be there for me through thick and thin, but very few have never let me
down. I wake up every single day with the idea that I am going to be the best possible
person I can be. I do everything with the overall motivation to not let people down. I
know I may not always succeed, I know I too have fallen short of my goal and forced
pain or sadness upon someone else, but I try with every fiber of my being to be at my
best at all times. And in my opinion, very few people make this same attempt each
time they rise from their sheets.
My grandfather, my papa, as he was better known, never let me down. He
was the greatest man I have ever known. My grandmother, also, in my eyes is an
impeccable soul. They were married sixty-three years and were a beautiful example
to the ones they love. I still talk to my Grandma once a week and take such joy from
her conversations. But these two amazing beings were from a different time, they
were from a generation where hard work meant something and your word meant
even more.
My husband stands on that same pedestal. He is a jaded soul, but a beautiful
being. He is rough around the edges, he will tell you so himself,
but he is kind and loving and knows what it means to make a
promise. In our world today, promises made are few and far
between; promises kept are a mirage, we think we see them,
but they really don’t exist.
We didn’t have a book club this month because our
book was a boring mess. I fished for ideas, begged my friends
for advice on what novel to choose and was let down. I was
denied my joy of curling up with a good book and relaxing,
escaping into another world all because the book was a snore

Betrayal

By: Amanda Goossen
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Susan called me one week in to our book.
“Amanda” she said, “I don’t know about this one.” I shrugged it off and told
her to give it time. I told her I too had just started and it didn’t seem so bad. She
had been at the DMV when she began reading and I blamed her pessimism on this
fantastic government agency, not our novel. I knew this novel would be good, it
came highly recommended and it had great reviews.
I kept reading, every single night. I forced myself to read, sometimes against
my better judgment. I was sad, I longed for the books that I carried around hoping
to sneak a quick read from. I wanted a book that longed to be read, not a book I had
to read. I was frustrated, but persevered. I wasn’t going to give up, everyone else
gives up, I was not going to be one of them. I called Susan two weeks in; she hadn’t
even picked it up again. I gave her a glowing review and she sneered at me. We have
known each other way too long; she didn’t believe a word I had to say. I begged her
to keep going; she finally agreed.
Susan and I spoke two more times that week, but we avoided discussion of
the novel. We couldn’t face each other, we couldn’t face ourselves. We both knew we
were about to be quitters and “quit” is a word we are not familiar with. Susan and I
are die-hards. We are tough, we are fighters. Right after high school we worked at a
restaurant together, I was a hostess and she a waiter’s assistant. The restaurant went
quickly from the hot spot to a ghost town. We were dead. No one came in, the staff
stood around nightly hoping for a guest. But while others were standing around the
front door, Susan and I were milling around wiping tables, organizing side-stations,
looking for ways to improve the space. We worked at that restaurant ‘til the bitter
end.
Our lives have changed, however and Susan and I are no longer eighteen
years old. We are no longer willing to waste our time with a sinking ship. We will
most definitely see things through, but waiting until the last sad day is no longer
in the cards. We have learned as we have lived and wasting our days and precious
moments boring ourselves with a book is not the way we want to spend our time.
Bookstores are over-flowing with good books and it was time to move on to a more
beautiful horizon.
My literary pal and I were forced to cancel our book club meeting this month.
By the time we had given up on our deplorable, debacle of a book, we were three days
away from our scheduled meeting. So we cancelled our night of relaxation and girly
gossip, but honestly the result wasn’t all bad. Susan took a much needed vacation
and I had not one, but two amazing nights out with my husband. We enjoyed our
book club week anyway, we took the lemons we had been handed and made some
seriously delicious lemonade. Our book may have betrayed us, but we did not let our
life go with it; no matter what, we will not betray ourselves.
(Next months book is “Water for Elephants” by Sara Gruen. Due to this
months failed attempt at reading, we are almost finished with this novel and loving
it. Stay tuned…we are guaranteed a meeting next month and we are back to three
members, bringing us back to a pretty normal book club). 
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The Art of
Crafting a Short
Story
Lesson 5 in a Series of Lessons

The Creation
of
Characters
(Continued from October Issue)

By S. Colson

I

n our previous lessons, we went over about character description and character setting within
the creation of characters lesson. We move on now to the believability of a character.

The Believability of a Character:

When you create your character, be sure to place him or her in the correct setting. For example,
would you find a high-powered attorney living in filth in a cabin without electricity? If you do not
determine and use the correct setting for your character, he or she will not be believable.
In the famous story Rip Van Winkle by Washington Irving1, the story is set in a village in the
mountains near the Hudson River. As the story is told, Rip Van Winkle falls asleep for many years in
the mountains. If this setting was in the midst of busy New York City, would it be believable that Rip
Van Winkle wanders off to the mountains and falls asleep? Perhaps not. In this example either the
entire story seems unlikely or at the very least, the setting.
When writing, you can tell your reader that a character is irritable and mean, but if you do
not show why, the reader will not just accept it as true and will actually feel put off because he or she
feels cheated; the reader has not been shown why the character is the way he or she is. Author Rick
DeMarinis in “The Art & Craft of the Short Story”2 says, “…the main objective of dialogue are to reveal
character, to bring relationships into sharp focus, and to advance the story.” (159-160).
DeMarinis points out, “Scenes…put the characters on stage where we can see them. We hear
them talk, watch them move, experience their milieu. When the characters are on stage, they reveal
themselves in ways a narrator cannot.” (159). These characters then become believable.
Another way to explain the importance of the believability of a character is this: let’s say you
create a character that is an alcoholic and drug addict and say little else about the character, then he
or she suddenly shows up in a three piece business suit without explanation as to why or how, which
is the reader going to believe? That he’s a bum or a professional? I venture to say neither. There was no
history of the character given; he does not “stand before us with a wonderful clarity.” (45)3. Who is this
character? What does he do? If no details are given, any action this character takes will not be believed
by the reader.
Let’s put together character description and believability. Anton Chekhov’s descriptions
of the characters in The Duel4 create vivid descriptions, making them believable to the reader. For
8
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instance, he describes character Alexander
Samoylenko as having “…large, closecropped head, big nose, black bushy
eyebrows, grey side-whiskers and no
neck to speak of ” (17). More than just the
physical description, Chekhov shows us
Samoylenko’s personality when he writes
that Samoylenko “…struck all newcomers
as an unpleasant army upstart. But about
two or three days after the first meeting his
face began to strike them as exceptionally
kind, amiable, handsome even.” (17).
Because this character is described as being
“docile, infinitely kind, good-humoured
and obliging.” (17), the reader gets a sense
that, although he can come across as rough,
he is indeed a compassionate man.
Ready for another challenge? Using
the setting and description you created in
the previous lesson, add what makes your
character believable.
I would like to invite anyone
with questions regarding this lesson or
any others given by me to email them to
editor@suspensemagazine.com.
Please
put “Lesson Question” in the subject line
so it will be delivered to the proper person.
Next month in lesson six, we will
discuss Dialogue.
(Endnotes)

1 Hopper, Vincent. Classic American Short
Stories. New York: Barron’s Educational, 1964
2 DeMarinis, Rick. The Art & Craft of the Short
Story. Ohio: Story Press, 2000.
3 Garner, John. The Art of Fiction: Notes on
Craft for Young Writers. New York: A Knofp:
Distributed by Random House, 1984.
4 Chekhov, Anton. The Duel and Other Stories.
England: Penguin Group, 1984. 
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Do the Details in
Writing Matter?
By: Terri Ann Armstrong

It depends on what you’re writing. A short story has to have some of the
details left out in order for it to stay under a certain word count. That doesn’t
mean however, that you can completely eliminate all of the color in your work.
What I mean is, paint a picture with your words, make the reader see it in front of
them as if it were really there.
Details breathe life into your body of work. You can learn and teach a lot
about a character by how they speak, what they wear, how they react and even
what they eat. Janet Evanovich’s character, Stephanie Plum seems to gravitate to
donuts when she’s upset. So whenever I read her, if Stephanie’s in a situation that
has her nervous or upset, I know a donut is not far behind. Her side-kick Lula is
dressed loudly with the colors she chooses. That is who Lula is and I know her, she is my friend.
Everything a character does draws a picture. Every scene is white until you breathe color into
it and make it real for the reader. Close your eyes and imagine your scene. What’s there? How can you
write what you see so the reader can see it too? Describe how the moon casts a shadow and where.
What does it look like in the part that’s lit and the part that hides in the shadows? Tell us. Make it real
and you will have a better story because of it.
Below is an example of what happens in a novel when you leave out the vital details:
Even though she knew what was to happen next, Acacia couldn’t
help but pause to admire their surroundings. Taking the glass from
Jerusha, she walked around the suite in awe. There were giant bouquets
of long-stemmed, red roses everywhere.
The suite door opened into a large living room area; it had a sofa
with two wing back chairs to match. The carpet was white as snow and
her toes sank into it.
Over the sofa was a painting of a meadow filled with wild flowers,
her favorite. Sunflowers were easily the main focus for the artist. Along
with them were patches here and there of goldenrod and hyacinth. The
grass was so green she could smell it as if it was freshly mowed.
A large chandelier hung in the very center of the room. It
reminded her of the rainbows she’d see after a warm, summer shower.
10
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Sometimes it was so bright, she felt like she could reach up and grab it
from the sky and put it in her pocket for all time.
Now here’s the same thing only the details have been added to paint you a picture you won’t
soon forget:
Even though she knew what was to happen next, Acacia couldn’t
help but pause to admire their surroundings. Taking the glass from
Jerusha, she walked around the suite in awe; everywhere she looked there
were giant bouquets of long-stemmed, red roses. Their scent captured
her; it was May and she was fifteen again, lying in the hammock in her
father’s backyard, his dozens of rose bushes surrounding her. Pink, yellow,
white and red buds; their aroma encased her in a rose-scented womb and
she reveled in their perfume. The warm, spring breeze cascaded across
her young body and she dreamed of her wedding day and how she would
carry roses that smelled like Poppa’s. It was intoxicating and she smiled
at the memory.
The suite door opened into a large living room area; it had a long,
red velvet sofa with wood trim and two wing back chairs to match. The
carpet was white as snow and her toes sank deeply into the weave of
it when she walked. She could feel it between her toes and it made her
giggle with delight.
Over the sofa was a long, black velvet painting of a meadow filled
with wild flowers, her favorite. Statuesque sunflowers were easily the
main focus for the artist. Along with them were patches here and there
of goldenrod and hyacinth that were so brightly painted, she could smell
their fragrance jump from the picture. The grass was so green she could
smell it as if it was freshly mowed. She could hear the wind blowing and
when it kissed the blades of grass it sounded like paper wind chimes.
Standing there, she closed her eyes and took in a deep breath; she wanted
to remember the scent the vivid picture lent to her imagination.
A large chandelier hung in the very center of the room and when
it was lit, the dangling, crystals were so clear; their prisms held every
beam and cast tiny rainbows of light on the walls that surrounded her.
It reminded her of the rainbows she’d see after a warm, summer shower
when the sun would shine its bright light through the droplets of rain
and project a huge, bright rainbow over the giant, oak trees in her yard.
Sometimes it was so bright, she felt like she could reach up and grab it
from the sky and put it in her pocket for all time. As a child, she allowed
herself to believe about the pot of gold at the end of those rainbows.
Now, standing there with her groom, she knew she found hers. ©
The difference is astounding. Adding touches where you want the reader to see what you see is
a true gift and one that should be used often. Whether it be a murder scene, a child playing with a toy,
a love scene or something like a picture hanging, bring your readers along for the ride you’re taking as
you write. Take them for the adventure of their lives and they’ll come back for more every time they
venture to the bookstore. 
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The deliciously twisted
new novel from

Meet Samuel Johnson, a rather eccentric lad
who inadvertently discovers that summoning
up demons and messing about with the afterlife
is generally not a good thing.

“Depressingly brilliant. I loved every

word...Compares favorably with Stephen
King and Monty Python which is not an
easy trick. The Gates is delightfully horrific and hilarious and will create legions
of fans among the living and undead.”

—Eoin Colfer, author of
the Artemis Fowl series

www.simonandschuster.com

New in hardcover from the bestselling
author of The Book of Lost Things!

SM
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Here we are the end of the year is upon us and you are starting to wonder about Christmas. For the
reader in your life, I’m going to give my Top 10 Best Books of 2009 that
anybody would like. There are many books to choose from, so this list was
not easy to create. I hope you enjoy:
10. “The Knight” – Steven James: This is the third book in the series and
stars FBI criminologist, Patrick Bowers. Steven writes an amazing story in
which the killer is not revealed until the last pages, but he keeps you guessing
throughout. His book is what true suspense/thrill writing is all about. “The
Pawn” and “The Rook” are the two books before this one.
9. “The Neighbor” – Lisa Gardner: She was our September author
of the month. This book was by far her best and a classic in writing
style. She brought back Sgt. Detective D. D. Warren to help solve a
missing person case. When he dives into the family, the twists and
turns pile up and the fun begins.
8. “The Gates” – John Connolly: This was written for children, but
any adult will find the suspense and comedy top notch. John debuts
his character Samuel Johnson and creates a world of intrigue and
mystery. John is at the top of his game on this one. Welcome to “The
Gates” of hell, which are about to open. Wanna peek?

top ten books
of 2009
SuspenseMagazine.com
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7. “Heart of Ice” – Gregg Olsen: Gregg Olsen has made the very
hard, successful jump from true crime writer to fiction writer. This
book will keep you on the edge of your seat from the beginning. Gregg
starts off with a bang and ends with a finale of fireworks.
6. “Gone Tomorrow” – Lee Child: Lee had a couple of slow books
in the Jack Reacher series, but “Gone Tomorrow” was one of the
best in the series. Lee went back a little to his roots in writing Jack
Reacher and produced one that will be remembered today, tomorrow
and beyond.
5. “Pursuit of Honor” – Vince Flynn: This book was just released
and is outstanding. Vince took
his character Mitch Rapp into
“hell” and Mitch…well you will
have to read the book to see
what happens.
4. “Face of Betrayal” – Lis Wiehl: This
is quite an accomplishment for a
debut novel. We told you that she
will be a name to remember in crime/
suspense and we meant it. Now you
should have no more doubt in your
mind, go get the book!
3. “Doomsday Key” – James
Rollins: James always writes
a solid novel, but this one has
an explosion that has to be his best yet. This is his sixth novel in
the Sigma Force series and puts James at the top of his genre of
historical fiction.
2. “Vanished” – Joseph Finder: Do you like twists? Do you like
action? Do you like the story to start with a bang? Do you like not
finding anything out until the end? And then do you like to be wrong
with your guess? Well you have all those elements in “Vanished” by
Joseph Finder. This is what mystery/suspense is all about.
1. “Breathless” – Dean Koontz: You know a book is good when
you forget to eat. You know it’s great when you forget to sleep.
When you temporarily lose sight of all around you, you know that it is another masterpiece written by Dean
Koontz. 
14
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New Authors

Peter Leonard
Interview By: Suspense Magazine
Photo Photo Credit: Jim Tocco

We were sent a novel called “Trust Me” written
by Peter Leonard from his publisher. We didn’t have
any idea who he was when we started reading the
book half way through I put it down and started to
do some research on him, because I couldn’t believe
we’d never heard of him before. Peter Leonard is the
son of well known author Elmore Leonard. “Trust
Me” is Peter’s second novel, his first, “Quiver”. After
reading the book, I contacted his publisher and asked
to get an interview with him.
We spoke on the phone for about forty-five
minutes. Peter is quite an engaging person with some
very intriguing stories to tell. “Quiver” was just rereleased in March 2009, after having been out for
a year. It caught the eye of a European publishing
company and will now be available overseas. I asked
the question if he feels pressure having to follow his
father, Peter said no. In fact there are times when
he leans on his father for advice. He and his father
have a very close relationship which
makes it easier for Peter to follow
his dream of becoming a successful
writer. Peter’s books are generally set
around Detroit where he lives. His
book “Trust Me’ actually came from a
story that Peter saw in the newspaper
on wacky crime. Peter admits he had
a lot of struggles out of the gate in
his writing. He had been trying to
break into the scene for about twenty
years while working in the advertising
field. His first attempt he felt was so
full of characters, he realized less
is more and edited them down, so
each character would breathe life off
the page instead of being forgotten
about. He just finished his latest book
On Location in Rome Researching "As the Romans Do"
SuspenseMagazine.com
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New Authors
“As the Romans Do” which is slated to be released next year. It was the inspiration of this book that
had me laughing. Peter often visits Rome, but on one trip he got into a little bit of a jam and wound
up spending a couple of nights in an Italian jail. While observing what was going on, the book idea
came to him. Being able to pull from this real life experience, Peter thinks this novel is his best.
It is also great to interview an author so early in the career and then watch them grow as the
novels get published. We are confident that you will hear a lot more from Peter Leonard, so get on
the bandwagon now and start reading a great up-and-coming author.  

Praise for "QUIVER"

“QUIVER is a terrific debut. Peter Leonard has a good ear for voices, a good eye for detail, and a talent for
bringing together elements that can’t do anything but explode.”
—Thomas Perry, Edgar Award-winning author of "Silence"
“With its clever plotting and blood and guts characters,
QUIVER will certainly put Peter Leonard on the map.
This is the start of something special.” —Michael
Connelly, New York Times-bestselling author of "The
Overlook"

Praise for
"TRUST
ME"
“Elmore Leonard
is a tough act to
follow, but son Peter
is off to a terrific
start. TRUST ME
is fast, sly and full
of twists. Clearly,
great storytelling
runs in the Leonard
family’s DNA.” 		
—Carl Hiaasen
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All Aboard the SH
at the Queen

T

he Queen Mary is home to the annual Halloween Terrorfest,
SHIPWRECK. What better place to hold an even than the haunted
Queen Mary? There are five different terrifying mazes you can
venture on and off the ship! Be cautious of the vampires inside
the haunted Vampire Village. Watch out for the living dead as you walk along the
Graveyard. Nurse Slasher in the isolation ward is ready to treat new patients.
Arrrrgggg, matey! Pirates are ready to chase you around in the Blackbeard’s
Revenge Pirate Maze. Step inside the Paranoia’s House of Horror if you dare! This
gory maze is worth checking out, if you don’t mind the scare!
Suspense Magazine got a chance to interview Matt Gavin, Producer of the
SHIPWRECK. Check out what he has to say about the SHIPWRECK and whether or
not he thinks the Queen Mary is actually haunted:

How long does it take to plan an event like this?
Typically it should be like 3-4 months, but this year we did it in 4.5 weeks, which
was no easy task. I would never again want to have to pull it off on such short
notice!

Are the themes for the mazes different every year?
They will be now that I have taken over the production of the event. In the past, the
mazes didn’t particularly have an identity. They just had different names, but no real
theme. Now all of our haunted attractions have a theme and a look to them. We have
created identities to each maze and plan to continue to do so, year-in and year-out!
Where do the ideas come from for the mazes?
My partners came up with the concepts for mazes. Then I designed the
look and feel of them. Finally, our amazing decorator Denise came in
and finished the end look and feel of the sets with her decor concepts!

18
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HIPWRECK
n Mary

By: Claudia Vargas
Photo Credit: Edward Jung

How long have you been putting on events
like the SHIPWRECK?
For about six years now. I fell into nightclub
promotions, which then led me to large special
events. What I am probably most noted for is
my huge, gridlock new year’s eve event held
at the world famous Paramount Pictures studio
lot in Hollywood each year for six to seven
thousand people. It’s like the West Coast
answer to Times Square. It’s a blast!

What other events
throughout the year?

do

you

put

on

Red carpet private events, as well as a couple
of weekly parties in Hollywood at various
nightclubs. I also produce NYE event as stated
above, as well as the Paranoia Horror Film
Festival & Convention as well as the gridlock
4th of July event; both held at the Queen Mary!!

Do you believe the Queen Mary is haunted?
At times, yes! I haven’t actually experienced
anything crazy myself yet, but I know plenty of
people who have worked on the ship for years
who have. I want something to happen just so
I can run around with a great story to tell about
how I had a paranormal experience on the Queen
Mary! I mean how great would that be? (laughs)
Have you personally encountered any
SuspenseMagazine.com

Pictured (FROM top to bottom): 1) At the House of
Horrors 2) Skulls at the
Pirate Maze 3) Be ready to
scream as she follows you
19
through out the night!

Pictured (FROM top to bottom): 1) ANight time view 2)
Beware of the dead at the
Graveyard 3) The Queen Mary
4) inside the Vampire Village

ghosts at the Queen Mary?
No, but I want to!
Have ghost sightings been reported by
any of the cast or crew?
Yes. I have even had the ex-head of security
of the ship tell me he has some crazy stuff on
video! I’m still waiting to see that though!
What do you enjoy the most about
putting on events like the Shipwreck?
Seeing thousands of people having fun
and enjoying themselves at the events I
produce! That along with the articles and
the publicity I get doesn’t hurt either!
(laughs)
The Fifteen Nights of Terror is held every year in
October at the Queen Mary in Long Beach, CA. It’s an
event worth checking out if you’re in the area! 
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New Boy King
by Barbara J. Lloyd
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Barbara J. Lloyd

Suspense Magazine

is pleased to present the extraordinary work of Barbara J. Lloyd in
this month’s issue. With an incredible eye for color and unexpected use of multiple
mediums, her portfolio speaks for itself and it was easy to make the choice to feature her work.
We had an opportunity to ask her a few questions and find out more about her in the below
interview. Barbara’s work clearly comes from the heart.

In Barbara’s Own Words:

Barbara J. Lloyd

I definitely didn’t come from a family of artists or art lovers! I remember once, as a child, I took a rose from a neighbor’s
garden. It was so delicate and lovely, and we had no garden. My father made me return the rose and apologize. But I
knew I wanted to create pictures of things I loved and didn’t have to return.
As I got older, art was the only thing that seemed to give me an identity of my own. The school I attended didn’t even
offer art classes in the curriculum! Somehow I got my hands on a set of pastels and started doing portraits. It made me
feel good about myself.
When I won a couple of art contests, I knew this was what I wanted to do. After I graduated from Kean University of NJ
with a BA in Fine Arts, I taught art for a year, did a series of album/CD art, and then realized this was not going to pay
the bills. So, for virtually my entire professional life, I was an ad/promotional copywriter, and had my own PR agency
for many years.
I loved copywriting and public relations – it was like painting
with words and fulfilled that need in me to create something.
Then one day the joy in my work seemed to vanish overnight.
My professional world became very gray while, inside, I felt
like I was going to explode. Unfortunately, though, over the
years I had developed “blank canvas syndrome”. Fear of a
blank canvas is paralyzing; you want to lift the brush to the
canvas and you just can’t. I never thought I’d overcome it so
I started by collecting found objects and creating one-ofa-kind jewelry and assemblages with them. Then I moved
toward collages on canvas, then mixed media collages with
acrylic paint. The first time I was able to paint without any
of my “safety nets”, the result was like the geyser going off at
Yellowstone National Park.

Scary Clown Nightmare
by Barbara J. Lloyd
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Suspense Magazine (S.MAG.): Do you feel that there was
one event that propelled your work to the next level which
allowed you to begin working as a fulltime artist?
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Barbara J. Lloyd (BJL): After I was finally able to navigate around my creative block,
I became obsessed with so many different types of artistic expression that I couldn’t
concentrate on any one of them. After about a year of this turmoil, I closed my PR
business and whittled the art forms down to four – Acrylic Painting, Mixed Media/
Collage, Digital Fine Art and Photography. By that time I happily realized that my
somewhat unconventional art did have an audience. I entered art competitions and
began to get some recognition. I responded to craigslist postings for artists and that
led to my exhibiting in many galleries. I had my first solo art show at the City Hall
Art Gallery in Danbury, CT where I live. It was exciting and very scary at the same
time. (What if nobody comes? What if everybody hates my art?) We were in an
economic recession in which art purchases are considered a luxury, so I was looking
at the solo show as another way of introducing my art to the public. But I ended up
selling several pieces!
Lady Love
by Barbara J. Lloyd

S.MAG.: What artists have influenced your work and how?

BJL: My very good friend, Donna Mahan of Truro, MA, a fantastic artist who
works primarily in art glass, gave me constant support and encouragement when I
wasn’t able to create anything. Her artworks are so full of movement and light, they embody a true “letting go”, a real freedom
of expression. Marie Ungemah was my best friend during my art studies at Kean University. She could create wonderful worlds
on canvas and has gone on to be a very well-known and respected artist in CO, where she lives, and well beyond geographic
limits. I was lucky to reconnect with her recently and she gave me priceless advice on exhibiting, promotion, creating, etc. –
advice that is based on a life time in the art world. She told me about the various pitfalls and mistakes that she and most artists
make, so that I wouldn’t have to. Finally, my art professor at Kean University, H. Bernard Lipscomb III, once told me I drew,
not what I saw, but what I wanted to see. He taught me that art didn’t just reside within the boundaries of a canvas. It is, and
should be, all around us, part of life.
In terms of artist styles, I appreciate the many faces of café society as painted by Toulouse
Lautrec, the brilliant colors of Henri Matisse’s to-heck-with-perspective paintings, Paul
Klee’s playful compositions and the infectious whimsy and colors of Marc Chagal. I feel
the influence of all these artists in my work.
S.MAG.: Can you discuss any projects you’re working on now?
BJL: The artwork on the cover of the September issue of Suspense Magazine, A Glance
From The Catwalk, is the first in a series of works showcasing a strong female image. I
guess you could say these are women with attitude. They are not famous or wealthy, but
they are secure in their ability to survive and even flourish, like blooms that grow from
rocky soil.
I’ve also been working with a new take on “still life” art. In a very “mixed” Mixed Media
approach, I take clippings, photos, found objects, textures and more, arrange them and
then photograph them, much the same way as a traditional still life. Then I paint and
draw on them within a program such as PhotoShop and Microsoft Picture It. I add effects,
delete portions, create textures, change colors until I’m happy with the result. Sometimes
I’ll print the resulting image on heavy paper and continue to paint with acrylics and add
collage bits. Some of them never stop changing.

Blind Dog
by Barbara J. Lloyd

S.MAG.: Do you have a specific process that you must follow when you begin a new
piece? What inspires you?
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BJL: For paintings, I’m inspired by facial expressions, unique looks, strong characters. On Art Deco Weekend in South Beach
(FL) earlier this year, I photographed a charming stilt walker entertaining the crowds on Ocean Drive. Luckily, the photo
captured her saucy look, confidence and long striped torso. It demanded to be painted and so I did.
My character, The Boy Who Would Be King, originated with a small assemblage I did, using found objects. I loved it, but the
piece was so delicate, it kept getting damaged. I didn’t want to lose it so I painted it. I’m quite attached to this figure now and
have begun to do an entire series around it.
S.MAG.: Where do you see yourself in five years?
BJL: I just want to “go with the flow” – all we really have is “now” so, rather than planning any strategies, I need to make the
most of each day and carry that into my artwork. Perhaps I’ll teach a course, or be part of a project that helps people, young
and old, develop confidence and a sense of freedom through artistic expression. Maybe we’ll have exciting new materials and
processes to work with in years to come.
S.MAG.: How do you balance the art and business aspects?
BJL: Since I spent most of my life as an ad copywriter and owner of a public relations
business, I know the basics of promotion. Still, it’s more difficult to promote yourself
than to do the same for a client. While I’m waiting for the muse to strike, I search for
opportunities on websites, follow up on leads from friends and, in general, try to get
positive exposure for my artwork.
S.MAG: Is it difficult to part with your pieces?
BJL: Absolutely. You spend such an intense period of time with each piece and, as the
song goes, breaking up is hard to do. One solution is to have a smaller giclee print of the
image made for yourself, once the original is gone.
S.MAG.: Multiple galleries: A typical approach? How do you connect from such
distances?
BJL: I think it is a typical approach and
one that is probably necessary for
emerging and mid-career artists.
Different galleries attract different
art collectors. My work would
Planet on the Brink probably not appeal to someone who loves
by Barbara J. Lloyd
photo-realistic artworks. So you need to
research the kind of art that a particular gallery exhibits to see if it’s a good
match. Sometimes you just need to hang your art in certain places and see
what happens.

A Glance from the Catwalk
by Barbara J. Lloyd

I’ve found galleries on craigslist, artists deadlines, through art associations.
These led to exhibitions in Florida, New York City, Brooklyn, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Ohio, California, even Cambridgeshire in the
UK. Doing this involves lots of communication by phone, email, etc. also
packing and shipping your artwork very carefully, in containers that can
be used to return art that is not sold. While it’s much easier dealing with
galleries close to home, it’s hard to pass up other opportunities further away.
S.MAG.: Advice for someone just starting out?
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BJL: Well, it’s a very different world today from the one in which I first studied art. New technologies, particularly the Internet,
have changed the way we live. Technophobes will lose an important tool in the promotion of their art if they refuse to use these
new technologies. Create a website, get a Facebook page, do Twitter, write a blog, write articles, try everything. Like it or not,
it’s the way we live now.
Don’t be afraid to experiment with different material, subjects and tools. An artist I know said he painted an entire canvas with
a spatula. So I did a painting using a large palette knife and a paint-frozen brush headed for the trash.
Look for places other than galleries to show your artwork. Many artists feel this might demean their work but the point is to
become known, have your art techniques recognized and, hopefully, loved by as many people as possible.
Donate your art to be auctioned for a good cause. Yes, I know, everyone wants free artwork from artists who may be less wellheeled than them. But many charity events attract people who can appreciate and afford art. Your bio and contact information
on or near your art could result in interest and future sales.
My friend Marie Ungemah, offered me a lot of good advice, including: Join an art association and volunteer for a committee.
That way you’ll get to know the members instead of just showing up to hang your art at members’ art shows. Also: give your
business card to everyone (you do have a card, right?) because you never know when they’ll decide to call you or who they may
pass it onto.
Finally, give yourself an art show every couple of years. I haven’t done this yet, but I intend to do it next year. No one can
understand and sell your artwork like you can. Hold a show in a rented storefront, in a furniture store (in conjunction with the
owner), in your own place or a friend’s loft. Send invitations by email or snail-mail, post it on craigslist, Facebook, etc. Send press
releases to local newspapers, newsletters and other publications. Serve wine and finger food. Have your art made into greeting
cards for those attendees who can’t buy your art but can afford a card. That will make them feel better and maybe they’ll show
up at your next show ready to take one of your artworks home with them!
Please visit Barbara’s website at www.BJLloyd.MosaicGlobe.com and/or contact her at catbirdcom@msn.com. 

Autographed Copies Available at:

www.QueenWriter.com

sreina@queenwriter.com
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Wicked Prey
by John Sandford

In the nineteenth installment to the Prey series, Sanford shows no signs
of slowing down. The republican’s aren’t the only ones heading to Minnesota for the convention and Davenport and his team are tasked with
tracking down a crew of experienced criminals who are dead set on a
big payout. With multiple story-lines and gritty characters, “Wicked Prey” continues the winning formula fans have grown to expect.

Breathless
by Dean Koontz

You know a book is good when you forget to eat.
You know it’s great when you forget to sleep. When
you temporarily lose sight of all around you, you
know that it is another masterpiece written by
Dean Koontz.
“Breathless”, Koontz’s newest adventure is a much
too brief glimpse into the lives of several strangers,
linked by an invisible thread much greater than
themselves. Grady Adams—a powerful and private
man—and Camilla Rivers—a deeply damaged
healer—are thrust into the epicenter of a changing
world when faced with a decision to blindly follow
authorities or stand up for what they believe is
right.
As a somewhat jaded member of humanity, I find
myself a bit cynical and am not often shocked by
what I find between the pages of my preferred escape mechanism…books. This
is not true of the pieces written by Koontz; with dazzling imagery, the characters
become real as their intensity—and often times innocence—soar off the pages.
Offering his readers an overhead view of life in his world, “Breathless” is without
a doubt his best.
26
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Criminal Karma

blacke

by Stephen M. Thomas

by Reagan Rothe

We are taken back to the mid 90’s for this comical
caper. This is a sequel to Thomas’ first novel, “Criminal Paradise”. Our crook/hero, Robert Rivers, and his
sidekick/mentor
are
in the midst of planning a heist that takes
us through a vivid and
action-packed tour of
Southern
California.
Rivers is the crook you
can’t help rooting for
and ultimately has people’s best interests at
heart. The caper/mystery solving combination makes for a great
read.

This story takes us through the life of possibly
the most successful and revered author of our
time, Morton Blacke. We journey into his past
and through the strange events that surround
each successful novel. Mr. Blacke comes to realize a pattern and we are inevitably waiting for
the possibility of another horrific event with
the upcoming completion of his latest masterpiece. Mr. Rothe gives us a wonderfully descriptive ride through our character’s mindset as he
copes with each impending event. However, I
can’t help but say that I was left for wanting
more. The story never seemed to tease my curiosity enough. It ended with a seemingly predictable ending and while Mr. Blacke makes for
an interesting character, I felt as if I was just
reading his biography.

Murder Key

by H. Terrell Griffin

T

ake a few good friends, a beautiful woman, illegal drugs, a dirty politician, a helicopter, several murders and
horrible visions from the Vietnam War and you have just another day in the life of lawyer turned beach bum,
Matt Royal.
The second in his Royal series, Griffin takes us on yet another fantastic ride. With every moment you’re left on the
edge of your seat wondering what’s around the bend. Who can he trust? Who’s on the take? Who is trying to kill Matt Royal?
That’s the sixty-four thousand dollar question. Some of the answers will astound you;
I know they shocked me.
The humor within these pages is done as only Griffin can. However, it’s the grit and
harshness of Royal’s life that makes my breath catch. One of the “bad guys”, Diaz—
who isn’t exactly in a primo situation—got in Jock’s face and taunted him…not a
smart idea.
“You will pay for this, gringo,” he muttered, spitting blood and saliva on the
floor. “I will kill you the next time I see you. I will piss on your grave.”
Jock raised the pistol and shot Diaz through his left eye.
“Good God almighty, Jock!” I shouted. “What the hell did you do?”
“Anybody stupid enough to threaten me while he’s tied to a chair and I’ve got
a gun is too stupid to breathe our air.”
Needless to say it goes on and I loved every single word! Griffin’s writing is as
such that you can picture everything, you feel every emotion and you can even smell
the death. What sets Griffin apart from others who write what he does is his ability
to make me feel what Matt feels. Reading his books has made me a better writer. As
a woman trying to write a male character, insight like Griffin gives the reader helps in
very profound ways. Being able to get lost in a great story is the cherry on top of the
best sundae ever! Thank you Mr. Griffin; I’m off to read “Blood Island”. I can’t wait.
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MUST SEE

Never Talk to Strangers (1995)
Genre - Thriller

Psychologist Sarah Taylor, played by Rebecca DeMornay is assigned to assess
a serial killer played by Harry
Dean Stanton.
Sarah meets a mysterious
man named Tony, played
by Antonio Banderas, who
is an ex-cop with secrets
of his own. It doesn’t take
long before Sarah is stalked
and starts receiving strange
phone calls and mysterious
packages that are more
than just a little disturbing.
Sarah and Tony begin
a steamy, sexy love affair
that becomes clouded by
her doubts about him. She
doesn’t know who’s behind
all the scary things that are
going on and enlists the help
of a P.I. who finds out a few
of Tony’s secrets.
Sarah’s neighbor, played
by Dennis Miller is more than
a little interested in her and his jealousy is quite obvious. Can he protect her
from whoever’s after her? Is he the stalker?
As the doctor tries to figure out what’s really going on, her stalker pushes
her closer and closer to the edge of sanity. Will they figure out who it is in time?
Watch this movie, it was great! When you find out who’s out to get Sarah, it will
knock your socks off. 
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MOVIES

The Skeleton Key (2005)
Genre - Suspense

Speaking as someone who has never enjoyed thrillers—I’m too much of a baby—this movie was awesome!
Caroline—played by Kate Hudson—decides
she wants to move on from her boring
life and moves to Georgia to help others.
Her newest hospice patient—a man who
reminds her of her own deceased father—
played by John Hurt—is helpless after the
stroke he suffered up in the attic of a house
that was built before the Civil War. His
wife—played by Gena Rowlands—is eerie
from the start and made the hairs on my
arm stand straight up. Ms. Rowlands played
her part brilliantly, I was afraid of her.
Caroline is given a skeleton key that opens
every door in the house…except one, or
so she’s been told. The creaks, bangs and
squeaks inside this old, dilapidated house
cause Caroline to investigate, much against
my rantings at the screen to the contrary.
Like every self-respecting thriller, the really
scary stuff is in a room where nobody dares
go, except the “brave” protagonist. Once
inside, she discovers another door, which,
at first, the key seems to be unable to open.
According to the matriarch of the house,
the door in question has never been opened
since they moved in more than forty years
prior. But as any real chicken can tell you,
that was a lie.
It didn’t take long before she finds her way in and realizes why it was kept hidden behind shelves covered in
boxes and bottles. Voodoo and supernatural thingies are accompanied by every mirror that ever hung inside
the old mansion.
She enlists the help of one of the superstitious locals and gets the things she needs to destroy the evil that
encompasses the house.
It unfolds quickly, letting the audience see what the darkness is. Caroline is determined to save the old man
even if that means leaving his wife behind in a house she is determined to hold on to.
Will she save this man and herself or will she become the house’s casualty? 
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Echoes of an Author

Meet Michael Connelly

Interview By: Suspense Magazine

You can’t mention crime/suspense without putting author
Michael Connelly at the top of the short list. His books continue
to hit the New York Times bestseller list with wonderful reviews.
“Nine Dragons” is the fifteenth book to feature Connelly’s
most popular character, Harry Bosch. However you might
also recognize another one of Connelly’s characters, Terry
McCaleb. He is in the book “Blood Work”, which hit the big
screen where he was played by Clint Eastwood. Michael’s first
book “The Black Echo” was published in 1992 and was also a
Bosch book. He continues to push the limits of crime/suspense
and it shows in “Nine Dragons”. Michael is a Los Angeles, CA
implant and sets many scenes from real life landmarks. On his
website you will see many pictures in which Harry and other
characters had their run-ins. Connelly’s writing career started
in Florida focusing on the crime beat for newspapers in Daytona
Beach and Ft. Lauderdale in 1980. He then moved the up the
ladder and landed a job writing for the LA Times as a crime
reporter. After three years of working with the LA Times, the
rest as we say is history. He began writing and came out with
“The Black Echo” and with that, he was off and running.
Suspense
Magazine
(S. MAG.):
Did
you
ever expect
Harry Bosch
to be as
popular as
he is?
Michael
Connelly
( M . C . ) :
No.
It's
really
not
something
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you can see coming. You keep your head down and
write the best book you can write. You don't think
about what could be two or three years down the
road, let alone twenty years.
S. MAG.: Do you feel a lot of pressure to try to make
the next book better than the last?
M.C.: I feel internal pressure to keep the next book
interesting and intriguing. I don't really think in
terms of better than the one before. I think in terms
of how to keep the series going.
S. MAG.: Have you thought of putting Harry Bosch
against a real life killer in a fictional setting? i.e.
chasing Jack the Ripper, Ted Bundy, etc.
M.C.: I have been
slowly gathering
research on the
SLA (Symbionese
Liberation Army)
which had an L.A.
presence in the
early ‘70s that
culminated in a
massive shootout
with police. I would
like someday to
write a story about
Harry as a young
cop and the SLA.

Michael Connelly & Clint Eastwood

S. MAG.: What is left on your bucket list that you
want to complete?
M.C.: I have been very fortunate professionally.
I feel like I have scaled the mountain in terms of
publishing. I would like to take my creativity and
storytelling skills to other dimensions such as
television and movies.
S. MAG.: What scares Michael Connelly?
M.C.: The world my daughter will inhabit when she
SuspenseMagazine.com
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grows up.
S. MAG.: What is the worst job you have ever had?
M.C.: I was a dishwasher at banquet hall and since
everybody would leave at once I would get totally
slammed with hundreds of dirty dishes and glasses
at once. I would have to dig myself out every night.
S. MAG.: Which one of your books was the hardest
to finish writing?
M.C.: The first one, “The Black Echo”. I had a very
hard time letting that one go because I knew so
little about the publishing world. So rather than face
the unknown I just kept rewriting.
S. MAG.: What book would you tell someone who
has not read you to start with?
M.C.: One of the more recent books. Maybe “Echo
Park” or “The Lincoln Lawyer”. You learn as you
go and…as you write. So I would have a hard time
telling someone to go back to the first novel. I think
I am a much better writer now and would want the
new reader to check out a more accomplished piece
of work.
S. MAG.: If you could have witnessed any event in
history in person, what would it be?
M.C.: The Civil Rights marches in the early sixties.
S. MAG.: If you could choose to talk to anyone, dead
or alive, who would it be?
M.C.: Edgar Allan Poe
Any suspense library would be very incomplete
without at least a couple of Michael Connelly’s books.
The suspense for us now is waiting for his next book
to come out. We would like to thank him for taking
the time to speak with us. 
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Lisa Gardner's
Point of View

Interview By: Suspense Magazine

A

fter reading Lisa Gardner’s latest novel, “The Neighbor”, Suspense Magazine has been fortunate
enough to talk to one of the lead, female mystery authors of our time. Lisa has several books to
her credit and we are honored that she was able to take a few moments out of her time to allow us
to find out a little more about her and what she loves to do…write.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Where do you still pull your inspiration from in your writing?
Lisa Gardner (L.G.): The research. Generally I start with a real life crime, say the rash of beautiful young wives
murdered by their own husbands. Then I bore into the forensics, interviewing detectives, specialists, etc. and the
next thing I know…I have a book!
S. MAG.: If someone has never read your work, what book would you tell them to start with?
L.G.: Interestingly enough, we just asked this question on my Facebook page. “The Perfect Husband” won.
S. MAG.: When did it first hit you to decide to become a writer?
L.G.: Ten years after I first started writing, when “The Perfect Husband” hit the New York Times list, I figured it
was time to stop referring to my books as a “hobby”.
S. MAG.: “The Neighbor” was so perfectly written by changing points of view. How long did it take you
to get it that way?
L.G.: “The Neighbor” all comes down to the puzzle of what happened to one woman in the middle of one night? The
challenge in writing it, is that the central character—Sandra
Jones—disappears in chapter one. But if the reader never gets
to know her, then how much will the reader care about Sandra
or her husband and child? That gave me the idea to write every
third or fourth chapter as a flashback from Sandra’s perspective.
I hoped this would also build suspense as the reader starts feel
the moment her “perfect” family unravels. Sometimes, danger is
closer than you think.
S. MAG.: Do you have any superstitions when you write?
L.G.: I like to light a scented soy candle. Years ago, a fellow
author suggested it as a way to “trigger” writing in the brain. I
was skeptical, but it works!
S. MAG.: What is on your bucket list, which you’ve not
completed?
Press Photo Credit: Barbara Peacock
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L.G.: Oh, sheesh…most of the list hasn’t been completed.
Traveling to Australia, hiking a couple of mountains; there’s a
lot left to do so no dropping dead for me.
S. MAG.: What is the most interesting question you
have received from a fan?
L.G.: Hmm, probably the inmate who wanted my
recommendations for books on breaking out of
jail. I’ve had prisoners escape in two of my novels;
apparently, this has given me a particular fan base
and I now receive many letters stamped Department of Corrections.
S. MAG.: If you could have witnessed one
historical event in person, what would it
be?
L.G.: The fall of the Berlin Wall.
S. MAG.: How much “real life”
experiences have you pulled into your
books?
L.G.: I don’t think I could’ve written my
next novel, “Live to Tell”, (July 2010 from
Bantam books), without having become a mother. The book involves a mother
desperate to survive/save her violent eightyear old son. How far a mother might go
for her child…what it might mean for the
rest of the family. This book really tugged
at me. “Live to Tell” is a great thriller, too;
mass murders everywhere, Boston Detective
D.D. Warren hot on the chase. The mom’s
storyline, however, is particularly special to
me.
S. MAG.: If you could meet and talk with
one person, alive or dead, for one hour, who
would it be?
L.G.: Stephen King.
We want to thank Lisa for her time and if
you haven’t yet picked up your copy of “The
Neighbor” do yourself a favor and do so today. It’s
a book written in first and third person and done
very well. For more information about Lisa and what
she’s written, check out her website at http://www.
lisagardner.com. 
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Bentley Little's

House of Horrors

Interview By: Suspense Magazine
Chilling, is a word often used to describe one of the most terrifying authors of our time. If you’re already a
fan of Bentley Little’s, you recognize how understated that word is. It doesn’t begin to encompass the spinetingling fear and anxiety that begins to course through your body as you sink into the pages of his stories.
Like dropping into an ice-filled bath and with seeming ease, he snares you with his words and takes you on a
journey overflowing with terror. “His Father’s Son”, Bentley’s newest installment (released September 2009)
easily fits within his frightening portfolio and is a great place to start if you are unfamiliar with his work.
Bentley Little leads a very private life and shies away from the typical promotion that is essential to the
success of other authors. We didn’t know if he would be willing to take a few moments to sit down and
answer a few of our questions and were honored when he agreed.
Below is our exclusive interview:
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What are you reading right now?
Bentley Little (B.L.): Proust and Melville. No, actually, I’m reading Fred Saberhagen’s “The Holmes-Dracula
File”, which I bought at a thrift store last summer. My son’s been begging me to read the book ever since I got
it (he’s a fan of both Dracula and Sherlock Holmes and wants to know what happens in the story). So I finally
broke down. For the past few days, I’ve also been glancing through “The Simpsons: A Complete Guide to Our
Favorite Family”, which I just picked up at a library book sale. It details every episode of the series through
1997.
S. MAG.: What event in your life propelled you to the point that you were able to write full time?
B.L.: “The House” allowed me to quit my day job. I was working as a technical writer for a Southern California
city and was planning to quite as soon as the income from my writing matched my salary. Sales of my books
were slowly increasing, but “The House” put me over the top. Stephen King had been carrying a copy of the
book when he was hit by a van and nearly killed. USA Today mentioned that factoid in a cover story and sales
took off. Unfortunately for me, the novel was one of my most graphic and was filled with pretty hardcore sex
and violence. So a lot of those readers sampled my work and never came back. But enough of them stuck
around that I’ve been able to make a living with my fiction ever since.
S. MAG.: What do you believe you would be doing if you weren’t a writer?
B.L.: Writing’s the only talent I have, so if I couldn’t tell my own stories, I’d probably be telling other peoples’. I
was trained as a journalist, so I might be working for a newspaper. Or maybe I’d still be a technical writer,
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withering away within the soul-sucking confines of city hall and counting down the years to retirement.
S. MAG.: Do you ever push back from the desk thinking that you might have gone too far with a storyline
or character? Do you have personal limitations?
B.L.: I’ve never gone too far for the simple reason that it’s not possible. Unlike film and photography, which
involve manipulating real images, fiction is nothing more than words on a page. It’s completely fake and
entirely made up and I follow where the story goes. If I need a matricidal Nazi pedophile to save the world
from demons, I’ll make him my hero and write about him in graphic detail.
S. Mag.: Who reads your work first?
B.L.: Usually my agent and my editor. Sometimes I’ll run things by a friend of mine who’s a retired English
professor, but I’m not one of those guys who shares his work with friends and family. I know a lot of writers
say their husbands or wives are their best editors. Not me. My wife doesn’t even like horror fiction. She only
reads my novels out of obligation.
S. MAG.: What is on your “bucket list”?
B.L.: Good question. But you know what? I don’t really have a bucket list. I’ve been sitting here for ten
minutes trying to figure out what I’d like to do before I die. Almost every idea I come up with involves
reading books I haven’t yet read, listening to music I haven’t yet heard or watching films I haven’t yet seen
(your question has made me realize how boring I really am. Thanks a lot!). I would like to drive around the
country for a year or two, going to places I haven’t been, staying in cities or states for a week or a month
if the mood hit me, but I don’t want to hike to the top of Mt. Everest, or skydive naked, or sail around the
world on a balloon. I suppose if I were really honest, I would like to
live long enough to see my son grow up to be a happy well-adjusted
adult, as maudlin as that sounds.
S. MAG.: Do you find that your desire to keep a
more private, quiet life hinders the popularity
of your work?
B.L.: I don’t think so. I don’t want to sound like
some cantankerous, old geezer, but I’ve been
in this business awhile now. I’ve seen ‘em
come and I’ve seen ‘em go. And while a lot of
authors over the past twenty years have had
high profiles in genre magazine, have made
the rounds of conventions, have set up their
own blogs and websites and message boards,
I don’t see their books on the shelves. But I
can go into any Borders or Barnes & Noble in
the country and find at least two or three of
my books on display. And most of my novels
are still in print. So I think I made the right
decision to keep a low profile and let my work
speak for itself. 
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BUFFO NEWS: DARING,
DANCING COOKIE FLATTENS
DEVIL TO SAVE CITY OF
ANGELS
To say Los Angeles isn’t like other
cities is a colossal understatement. I mean, where else
could a cookie and a devil do the tango of death and fail
to attract attention?
People say it’s because la-la-land is filled with
nuts. And while it sometimes seems as if this is where
every town in the country ships its most sanity-challenged,
that’s not it. Real life just isn’t something we ‘Angelenos’
take that seriously. But LA revels in its contradictions.
It’s a smog-tinted temple of eternal promise built on the
shifting sands of make-believe. It proudly presents itself
as the most laid-back of cities, when in truth, everyone
schemes 24/7 and no one ever rests in their relentless
quest for fame and fortune.
It’s a place where people come to reinvent
themselves and some do it so well. Their stories become
more genuine-seeming than the mere reality of their
actual lives. Angelenos celebrate their scandals on the
front pages of the tabloids—proof that they’ve arrived.
But with that much reinvention going on, it’s also a place
where the critical secrets are buried deeply. And anyone
who tries to dig them up better expect a fight to the finish.
I should know, that’s what happened to me. It’s
only because of LA’s unique craziness that I’m here to tell
you the story at all.
*
Some people philosophize that LA’s not a place
at all, but a state of mind. But no, it’s a real place, all
right; one with too many people and too many cars.
I oughta know. I ran myself ragged getting around this
sprawling geographical monster without the benefit of
my own wheels. I would brag about not adding to the
unending traffic snarl, but the only reason I relied on
LA’s inadequate transit system was that my over-the-hill
Duster only started on days that had the letter X in their
names.
Admitting to such a pitiful, financial condition
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By: Kris Neri
either meant that I was: a) a homeless woman, or b) a
struggling actress. Naturally, it was the latter; homeless
women were the lucky ones who dreamed of frittering
away their pennies on non-essentials like food and shelter,
while actresses reserved their fantasies of windfalls for
the important things, such as makeup and clothes.
But I wasn’t a total wannabe. I’d won some small
parts—mostly from cablers; cable channels, that is and I’d
had auditions up the wazoo…if that was anywhere near
as high as my eyeballs. I’d even gotten loads of callbacks;
those were second-round auditions to civilians like you.
But they almost always turned my agent down with a line
I’d come to hate: ‘We liked her, but we decided to go
another way.’ What way? Why wasn’t it ever my way?
I’d be doing better, I felt sure, only I was saddled
with some major obstacles. My name is—no jokes,
please—Lorna Doone. Honestly. And my mom would
be devastated if I changed it. So I endured the laughs for
her, confident that she named me—as she claimed—after
her beloved sister who died when they were girls, not
something as frivolous as a cookie; that would comfort
me. If only I could escape the knowledge of how much
Grandma loved shortbread. Obviously, not all the nuts
were here.
I was also cursed with the appearance
of exactly what I was growing up—an
Iowa farm girl. Oh sure, I had the cornflower, blue eyes
and silken, blonde hair that Hollywood loves. But I was
doomed by the rounded figure of someone not in endstage anorexia and the dimpled cheeks that might as
well have been leprosy. But inside, where it counted, I
was pure Hollywood. I’d embraced this place with such
a vengeance, I even thought in show biz trade-journallingo now. You know what I mean—stuff like, sticks nix
hick pix, which meant that folks living in a rural area hated
a movie about folks living in a rural area. And ‘my career
is crappola,’ which happened to be true.
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Since both day-jobs and time for auditions
are necessities for actors, we have to be creative when
it comes to employment. Being a terrific hoofer and
warbler—dancer and singer, that is—I applied for a job
delivering singing telegrams. But once the boss heard my
name, he had a giant rubber cookie suit made for me.
Now I delivered Cookiegrams. I’d have said it wasn’t a
bad gig, but I had no idea how much trouble a cookie suit
can get a girl into until the devil tried to kill me.
*
The day it all happened was bad from the getgo. The cookie-gig had picked up some adequate coin
at first, but novelty’s everything in this town. Now that
interest had faded, if I wanted to stay above the line—that
was on-budget in civilian-speak—I had to supplement
my income. I recently began a second job conducting
graveyard tours—for real. Tourists revel in standing on
the very spot where celebrities departed for their final
journey. Especially if there was something suspicious
about the way they departed.
My favorite LA cemetery and the
one where I gave most of my tours, was the
Westwood Memorial Cemetery. Located a stone’s throw
from UCLA, sheltered from bustling Wilshire Boulevard
by a couple of office towers, and down a hard-to-find
path, was a peaceful little oasis that contained more dead
stars tucked underground than the Oscar red carpet held
above it.
The members of the Dead Hollywood
Elite buried there had always drawn great
interest. But visitor numbers skyrocketed now, since the
whispers about Wendell Kale, the late leading man, began
to circulate.
Even back in the pristine fifties, when the public
was expected to believe that movie stars led the kind of
sanctified lives to which nuns can only aspire; Wendell
was known as quite the ladies’ man. It was also an
open secret that Wendell—dubbed ‘The Candyman’ by
insiders—dispensed drugs to his famous friends. While
it was never clear where he got the stuff, even in those
innocent times, the combination of Hollywood and drugs
hardly raised eyebrows. Now a tell-all book on the verge
of publication supposedly claimed that Wendell had been
gay. Even more interesting was the contention—by the
author of “Kiss of Death”—all his male lovers died under
mysterious circumstances.
But my day didn’t start out at the cemetery. It
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began with a Cookiegram I had to deliver to some birthday
boy in downtown LA. Now the trek from the guesthouse
I rented way out in Santa Monica to downtown would
be an arduous one by bus, even if I hadn’t overslept. LA
did have a subway, of course. However, it only went for
1.7 miles. In a city that covered more than five hundred
square miles, that was of less value as transportation than
a Disneyland ride.
Standing on the bus in my cookie suit and tap
dancing heels wasn’t fun, especially since I carried a large
tote bag filled with the boom-box that played my dancing
music, the cookies I gave the recipients and the clothes I
would change into for my graveyard gig. At the very least
you’d think I’d have drawn a bit of attention by way of
compensation, but nobody even looked my way. That was
the way it was here. Everyone always assumed that anyone
in a costume was coming from or heading to a movie
location. Ho-hum, just another cog in the machinery of
what was really a company town.
The bus slowed near the entrance to
the Westwood Cemetery. Some production
company set up there on Wilshire for a location shoot.
White trucks, some that contained props and equipment
and others made up of rows of tiny dressing rooms, filled
both sides of the street; while grips—those were the
guys who worked behind the scenes—wheeled lights and
cameras to a driveway up the block. I gazed longingly at
the dressing rooms, thinking with a wistful sigh about the
lucky devils changing in those rooms who had an acting
job.
Whoa! I didn’t know I was so powerful. As soon
as I thought the word devil, I conjured up the actual thing.
The door to one of the dressing rooms flew open and a
man in a devil costume leaped out. He wore a small black
scull cap on which a pair of horns had been attached over
his lumpy, shaved head. The rest of the costume—red
tights, red cape—looked like pretty much standard devil
fare. But the geeky, black-framed glasses he wore struck
an odd note; you’d think someone so powerful could
do something about his vision. The devil threw a furtive
glance over his shoulder and disappeared down the path
to the cemetery. Meanwhile, my bus inched on, making
my entire day increasingly off-schedule.
The lousy day’s only bright spot appeared when
I showed up at the birthday boy’s office door. I delivered
Cookiegrams to doctors, lawyers, an Indian Chief once at
a casino and oodles of studio execs, but never before to
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a P.I. Now I found myself standing outside a door whose
lettering read: “Leon Hart, Private Investigator.”
Wow, this was gonna be cool. I loved mysteries
since—as a kid—I read stacks of Nancy Drew’s under the
covers by flashlight. I did feel a bit of a let-down when I
opened the door and discovered the waiting room looked
like that of any other business, with a small oak reception
desk and blue guest chairs. Only nobody occupied that
desk now. If I didn’t get through this Cookiegram fast, I
was going to be late for my tour.
“Hello,” I called. “Anybody there?”
After a moment, a man appeared in the doorway
that led to the rest of the suite. He was a tall, rangy
man in his fifties with sapphire eyes that sparkled with
sardonic amusement, within a fan of laugh-lines cut into
skin burnished by the sun. Central Casting would have
made him the aging cowhand who always had a trick up
his sleeve. That he wasn’t my idea of a private dick should
have disappointed me, too, but I found his look of amused
affability appealing.
“Hi there,” he said, while holding a cell phone at
his side. “You the temp the agency sent over?”
I gestured to the cookie suit, “In this?”
He shrugged, “The last one thought she was a
seal. I had to keep throwing her sushi if I wanted to get
any work done.”
I laughed and told him about the Cookiegram his
wife ordered for his birthday.
“Yeah, she never knows what to get
for me,” he said with a sigh. “Hey, would
you mind watching the phones for a while? I’m on an
overseas call. I have to tell a pair of Japanese parents—
through a translator yet—that when I found their runaway
son he was in the county lockup. We’ll skip the cookie
thing. Whattaya say?”
I tried to refuse, but he was gone before I could
complete the sentence. But hey, he didn’t want the
Cookiegram, yet his wife paid for it. The least I owed him
was a little time. Besides, the idea of working for a P.I.,
even in this limited capacity, was a lifelong fantasy. And
there were actual case files on that desk to snoop through.
Next to acting, I love snooping more than anything.
Despite the difficulty I had sitting in the cookie
suit I squeezed myself into the desk chair. I yanked the
first file folder off the stack. Clipped to the front of it was
a handwritten report. I ignored that, naturally; I might
watch the guy’s phones, but I sure wasn’t going to do his
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typing.

After flipping that file open, a couple of photos
stared out at me. One was of some dweeby-looking guy
in his twenties, whose closely-shorn hair revealed a head
shaped like the shell of some knobby nut. His murky eyes
were narrowed as if he had been squinting when the shot
was snapped. He looked familiar to me, but I couldn’t
place him.There were no shortage of dweebs in my dating
history, so who could say.
The next photo was a studio publicity shot of
the late Wendell Kale. For being a legendary stud-muffin,
no matter which way he swung, Wendell wasn’t as great
looking as you might think. His shoulders were a little
narrow within the gray suit he wore and his hips looked
a little fleshy. But his rugged facial bones, coupled with
burning black eyes Rasputin would have killed for and full
lips that curved crookedly into an absolutely wicked grin,
made the overall package work.
Remembering the tell-all book about to hit
the shelves, I wondered whether Leon, the P.I. had
done research for it, maybe turning up something even
juicier than the rumors. I turned back to glance at his
handwritten report. But no, the case had nothing to do
with the book. Some family simply hired Leon to find
their missing son—he of nut-shaped head fame—who
was believed to be in LA because of his obsession with
Wendell Kale lore. He’s dead, kid, I thought.
Tossing that folder aside, I turned to the next file
in the stack. This one contained lots of photos. One was
a wedding shot of a bride and groom, circa 1980 judging
by the wedding gown’s shoulder pads. The young bride
beamed up at her groom with happy devotion. But while
the thirtyish groom smiled for the camera, the stiffened
arm around his new wife looked more like an attempt to
push her away than draw her close. I gave the other photos
a peek; they were all candid shots of heavyset, middleaged men, any one of which could have been the groom
today if he’d pudged out.
Leon returned and said, “Thanks, Cookie-lady.”
He saw the file I was studying. I thought he’d gripe about
my reading it, but he perched on the edge of the desk and
talked about it. “That’s a funny one. The groom went out
for cigarettes on his wedding night and never came back.
Now the wife wants a divorce so she can get married
again. The trouble is, the groom had his fingerprints
burned off before they were married so that makes it
tough to ID him.”
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I asked.

“And that didn’t tell her something about him?”

“No accounting for love,” Leon said, his sapphire
eyes twinkling. “Anyway, I’ve narrowed it to these five
guys. I’m hoping she can pick out the right one.”
“It’s this guy,” I said, taking one of the shots from
the fan of five.” When Leon looked skeptical, I went on.
“No, I mean it. See the way his knee turns in his pant leg
in the wedding shot? Like it’s twisted? He probably broke
it when he was a kid and it wasn’t set right.” I held out the
candid photo. “Now look at the way the knee turns here.
This guy’s the only one whose leg works that way.The rest
of him might have aged, but some things don’t change.”
Leon looked at me with speculation.
“Actress?”
Would anyone else wear that getup and dispense
cookies to strangers?
“You ever decide to give up the
ghost, see me about a job, okay?” Leon said.
“You’re a natural, kid.”
Give up acting? Right. Still, it was flattering
that a genuine P.I. thought I had such potential. All those
sleepless nights spent reading Nancy Drew had not been
wasted.
Since Leon and I chatted about a few more of
his cases, I was late by the time I reached the Westwood
Boulevard stop. And I hadn’t taken the time to change
from my cookie suit, as I’d intended to do when I left his
office. If my tour group had gone already, I was going to
get fired.
Practically tripping off the bus, I ran to the
cemetery, hop-scotching among the graves so intent on my
destination that I didn’t pay attention to my surroundings.
I did notice that my tour group with their “Deader than
Disco” badges was still there. But they weren’t as jovial
as groups typically were. I didn’t notice anything else—
until I almost fell into a hole.
The cemetery was so tiny the management
always put up a cautionary sign while digging a grave.
Had I missed it in my haste? No, there was none of the
backhoe’s neatness about this hole. Someone simply
started to dig up a grave. Wendell Kale’s grave, I realized
once I oriented myself—where I usually started my tour.
My somber tour members stood at the side of
that hole. Near them was the devil I’d seen when the bus
passed that way earlier. And he was holding a young girl
before him with a gun to her head.
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Absently, I realized the devil was the dweebylooking guy in Leon’s file. The kid whose family thought
he might have been here on a Wendell pilgrimage. Good
guess on their part. No wonder he looked familiar to me
when I saw the photo; I’d seen him from the bus on my
way downtown. My guess was that the whack-job stole
whatever costume happened to be in an empty dressing
room in the hopes of disguising himself.
The hostage’s terrified eyes begged me for help.
With the other tour folks frozen in fear I had no choice.
I decided to act as if I saw nothing strange about the
situation. This was LA, after all.
“I’m Lorna Doone, your Deader than Disco tour
guide,” I said, angling my cookie suit so I could slowly
inch my way around the hole. “Now today we’ll...”
“Don’t come any closer or I’ll shoot her,” the
devil cried.
Someone must have told him that
Hollywood loves clichéd dialogue. Or maybe
he’d seen a movie lately. But obviously, “normal” wouldn’t
work. In a flash I bent for the shovel and swung it his
way. That so startled the devil, he released the girl. She
stumbled into the hole, where the people from the tour
rescued her.
But then the devil pointed the gun at me. Before
I could devise a strategy, he fired. Fortunately, he’d lost
his geeky glasses somewhere and though he squinted, he
obviously couldn’t see me well, since the shot went wide.
The tour group folks took cover, leaving me
alone. I wasn’t going to wait around ‘til this guy could
better his aim. Letting off a scream I turned and ran
toward the street.
But in the concrete corridor between the
buildings, even with my taps echoing loudly, I could hear
the devil’s footsteps trailing me. My mother always told
me if I went to Hollywood, the devil would chase me, but
I hadn’t believed her. I remembered there was a casting
office in the high-rise building next door. I’d auditioned
there once, but they went...you know...another way.
I threw the lobby door open and raced inside. A
guard sat behind a desk.Yes! I was saved.
But he didn’t help me at all. Instead, he said,
“They’re filming down the street, not here,” then he
turned his eyes back to his copy of Variety.
What was wrong with the people in this town?
Was everyone blind to reality?
The hell with him; I’d hide in the casting office.
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Hey, maybe I could even see what they were reading for
today. I mean, I’d be there anyway. A moment later that
sounded reality-challenged even to me. Get a grip, Lorna,
I thought. The only thing you’re auditioning for here—is
murder. I really had to get out of LA occasionally.
I punched the elevator button. But
then the door to the lobby flew open and
the devil ran in.
This time the guard didn’t bother to look up,
“Filming’s down the street,” he muttered.
I dashed to the stairs, threw the door open and
pulled it shut behind me. There was a lock in the handle,
which I turned.
Climbing stairs in the cookie suit was brutal, but
so was getting shot, I’d heard. That motivated me. At the
third floor, I raced out and ran toward the casting agency’s
suite.
Folding chairs lined the corridor outside the
office. People waiting to audition, I knew from experience.
Today those chairs were filled with men in drag, some
with makeup ineptly applied and some who had done
such a good job with it I wondered about them. They all
held pages from scripts and practiced lines in whispers.
I realized I knew two of those guys from an acting
class we’d taken together.
“Hi, Gerry and Nick. What are you reading for
today?”
“A pilot for the fall season,” one of them said.
“A cross-dressing detective,” the other supplied.
The elevator doors opened and the devil ran out.
He fired at me once more. This time the shot went high.
But it was enough to get all those guys to hit the deck,
where half of them probably ran their pantyhose.
With nowhere else to go, I threw open the door
to the agency and dashed inside. I ignored the receptionist
studying a script at the front desk and ran back to where I
remembered the casting inner sanctum to be.
When I burst into it, some poor guy, wearing his
mother’s floor-length dress—I’d guess—was reading the
lines in a high falsetto. Along the far wall, seven decisionmakers sat behind a couple of long tables. The five men
and two women all wore Hollywood casual clothes:
garments that looked as tattered as something a homeless
person might fish from a Dumpster, apart from the crisp,
dry-cleaning creases. They probably spent thousands for
them in Beverly Hills boutiques and would sell them to
a thrift shop when they went out of style tomorrow. I
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could see from their looks of impatient boredom that
they were no more than an instant away from stopping
the guy’s reading with the inevitable, “Thank you. You’ll
hear from us.”
Which meant he would die and become fossilized
without hearing anything at all. Before them was a smaller
table for actors who preferred to sit for their readings.
And on the table were some props: a baseball bat, a can of
chicken soup, and a book; improvisational tools.
When the devil ran in behind me, still waving his
gun, the guy in his mom’s dress ran out. But the decisionmakers merely smiled in anticipation, as if they were
expecting this audition to be good, considering all the
creativity I’d brought to it.
“Call the police,” I shouted, as the devil fired at
me again, getting closer this time. I hid behind the little
table.
The casting agents didn’t even flinch at the shot,
despite the blast that rattled the room. To these people,
reality wasn’t what actually existed in the world out
there; it was what they put on the screen, what they first
saw here. And reality held no danger for them.
“This guy’s good. Really looks like a woman,” one
of them said to another. To me, he said, “Let’s see what
you look like without your cookie suit and wig, fella.”
“I’m not a guy, I’m an actual woman,” I said, as
the devil and I raced around the table.
“An actual woman,” one of the casting guys
mused. “It’s a different way to go, but I like it.”
“Call the police,” I cried again.
“That’s enough, honey,” another one said. “The
audition’s over. Now we need to talk.”
They were hopeless. I took the can of soup from
the table and hurled it at the devil’s gun. Since I throw
like the girl I am, I couldn’t believe when it connected.
The gun fell to the floor and slid all the way to the corner.
Then I grabbed the baseball bat and kept swinging at
him. When he finally slumped to the floor, I still took no
chances. I sat on the devil’s chest.
“Corn-fed,” one of the decision-makers muttered
to another. “You can always tell.”
Like I was a heifer or something.
Hey, I was only a size eight; some people
considered that slightly smaller than the Goodyear blimp.
Knowing I’d never pierce through their
Hollywood bubble, instead of calling again for the police,
I merely requested a cell phone, something my own
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financial state didn’t permit. In a room with seven other
people, twenty-three phones were thrust at me. I used
one of them to call 911.
The excitement didn’t die down with the devil’s
arrest. Especially not when the cops learned he was
Donald Kale, son of the smarmy TV televangelist, the
Reverend Webster Kale and the grandson of Wendell
Kale. Reverend Kale was the one who always seemed to
be begging for forgiveness of his sins, while shedding big
crocodile tears and always raking in the big bucks. Well,
that could be any of those televangelist guys. I gave Leon
a head’s-up call about the dweeb in the devil’s suit and
he contacted his client. Webster was on the tube, sobbing
and begging, before his son, crazy Donald, had even been
booked.
Since Donald already half-dug up the grave, the
cops finished the exhumation and tested to see if the stiff
and the devil actually were related. But that was when
things got really interesting. It seemed Wendell wasn’t a
Wendell at all, but a Wendy.
Young Wendy had won a chemistry
college scholarship, only she got knocked up
by some Southern tent preacher and married him. But
Wendy’s dreams weren’t of either chemistry or college,
but Hollywood stardom. One day she took off, leaving
her husband and son behind. Only Hollywood slammed
its doors in Wendy’s face. She was a biggish girl and not a
good-looking one at that. As a woman the camera seemed
repelled by her. But when she impersonated a man, the
fickle camera fell in love.
It wasn’t clear whether her preacher hubby ever
realized what had become of his wife. But his son,Webster,
who raised his daddy’s operation to new levels, certainly
knew. He reared his own son with talk about the shame
of his grandmother’s male impersonation. Donald had
grown up a twisted young man, obsessed with grandma’s
sin. When word about the forthcoming book leaked out,
Donald decided to bring her body home before anyone
could discover the truth.
So Wendy wasn’t gay at all. She was a straight
woman who occasionally slept with straight men. While
she often used her chemistry skills to synthesize drugs
for her friends, she also made the poisons she fed to her
lovers so none of them could reveal her secret. They
exhumed those bodies, too. The Medical Examiner was
pretty impressed with her concoction. He said Wendy
could have been a brilliant chemist, if she hadn’t become
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a leading man.
The tell-all book died, of course, since what it
told wasn’t true. But all the books written since about the
scandal have filled the bestseller lists. Things worked out
great for me, too. The publicity I garnered brought me
lots of work. And best of all, the casting agents from that
day actually went my way. I landed the staring role in the
first TV detective show about a cross-dressing P.I. They
figured that an actual woman, playing the part of a man
dressing as a woman, would add to the appeal.
It
might
have
worked
that
way,
especially in the wake of the Wendell/Wendy
business, only the staff writers were too young to read
so the scripts were abominable. Still, we lasted a whole
season. That gave me enough money to buy myself some
new wheels, so I could now take part in the LA traffic
mess, as every real Angeleno was supposed to.
Even after the show went off the air, I didn’t
lack for work. No more Cookiegrams and graveyard
tours for me. But you know, as great as my new celebrity
and financial solvency was, none of it was as much fun
as I had that day. Looking back on it, from the time I
made those connections in Leon’s files and then took
on the devil and saved…well, if not all of civilization,
at least what passed for it in these parts, I was really in
my element. Acting might have been my career, but being
a grown-up Nancy Drew, that was a calling.
One day I walked away from show biz and
accepted Leon’s offer of P.I. training. Did I miss acting?
How could I? I acted all the time in my new job. I was
the woman who sat next to you at the beauty salon and
wormed from you the secret of your phony disability. Or
the girl who watched you enter that motel and reported
to your wife whether or not you were there alone. I acted
all the time and I’m better at it now than when I was on
the screen.
Best of all, I’d reinvented myself and that made
mine a real LA story. My job was a real LA gig, because it
was all about secrets. And nobody was better at snooping
than me. Nancy would have been proud. Of course, once
the biz is in your blood you never completely get cured
of it. To my surprise, I still thought in the trade-journal
slang; I couldn’t seem to shake it. And that’s why I’m
about to tell you this story isn’t simply over now, it’s...a
wrap. 
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Cu t
by Starr Gardinier Reina

E

verything was a game to Dennis. Their marriage was only that of convenience for him. She once loved
him, but soon realized he thought she was merely something he could play with for a while. Tanya
Shepherd endured it as much as she could; until he came home one night with blood spattered on his shirt.
She was scared, but asked what happened anyway. He sneered at her and punched her hard in the cheek.
She backed away from him only to have him advance on her and start beating her. When Dennis was done, she
was a bloody mess lying hunkered down in the corner of their living room with her hands held over her head, her
only measure of protection.
He stood there, towering over her and said, “I should kill you just as I killed that other bitch!”
Tanya was too terrified to speak. He droned on and not realizing he was doing so, told her almost
everything.
“Iris thought she could blackmail me. Huh! She obviously thought wrong. Do you know she was actually
going to come here and tell you we’ve been having an affair? Stupid bitch! I told her you wouldn’t care, but then
she told me she knew all about what I did.”
Tanya looked at him with wide eyes, shocked at what she was hearing.
“I couldn’t have her tell the world what I did,” Dennis continued. “How would it look for a superior court
judge to be known as a murderer?”
“What have you done,” Tanya whispered as a statement instead of a question.
“I’ll tell you what I did. What do I care? A wife can’t be made to testify against her husband, now can she?
It was an accident; that boy shouldn’t have been there, but he saw me buy those drugs. So what if I get high on
occasion? He would have told. Don’t you understand? I couldn’t have that. I only meant to scare him, not hurt him.
I backed him into a corner of that alley and he ran up the fire escape. The stairs were apparently slippery from the
rain the night before. He fell and landed on his back. I’m sure he broke it. He looked like he was in a lot of pain. I
was helping him. Shooting him put him out of his misery. He wasn’t hurting any longer.”
He let out an evil laugh. Tanya didn’t know the man standing in front of her. This wasn’t the person she
married. What happened?
“She said she saw the whole thing. I told that bitch to wait in the car. Do you think she’d listen? No; Iris
wanted to know what I was doing in that alley. She couldn’t keep her nose out of my business. Well, she paid for
that. Now my darling wife, I do believe you know too much.”
He turned from her and walked into the kitchen, presumably to get a knife to finish her off. She wasn’t
going to stay around to find out for sure. That’s when she took off. Tanya ran for all she was worth. She ran through
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the dense woods behind their home, through the playground in the park. She ran until she ended up at an old
garage that, at one time, used to offer gasoline to customers. She ran to the front entrance where a sign hung that
read ‘closed’.
She began to beat on the glass screaming for someone to let her in. She ran over to the big, roll-up doors
where mechanics brought cars in for repair. She banged on those, again screaming.
When no one answered her pleas for help, she looked in the windows. It was dark and the only light
provided was from a street lamp nearby. She couldn’t tell what was in the building.
She knew Dennis wasn’t far behind her and figured she would only have minutes before he caught up to
her. Tanya didn’t want to think of what would happen when he did. She noticed an old tire iron lying beside the
unused pumps. She grabbed it and smashed in the window of the front door. Dropping the tire iron, she reached
inside and unlocked the door.
She was hoping the telephone was working so she could call nine-one-one. When she got inside, she
noticed cobwebs hanging everywhere and the old, battered counter was thick with dust. She ran around to the
other side and picked up the handset. No dial tone.
Oh, my god! she thought. If he finds me, he’ll kill me.
She darted to the back of the room and into the repair area. She needed to find a place to hide.
But where? she thought, looking around her.
She saw a door at the back in the far corner; she was starting towards it, when she heard glass crunching
in the front of the store.
Dear God! He’s found me, she thought.
Suddenly, he was there. His hulking frame engulfed the entire doorway, making it look like the place was
designed for children. She shrank back in the shadows underneath a work bench and whimpered.
“I know you’re in here,” he sang out. “Come out, come out, wherever you are.”
He must be insane. It was the only reason she could come up with for him acting like this. Admitting to
using drugs and committing not one, but two murders was not something she would have ever expected. Then for
him to try and kill her—his wife—was surreal.
This can’t be happening, she thought.
He called out for her again. She looked all around her for a weapon. She should have held on to that tire
iron. Not that it would really do much good. Tanya had a feeling that he was too high on drugs and he would not
feel any pain.
He began to walk back to the front part of the building. Knowing this was her one opportunity, she quietly
rose and ran for the back door. It was unlocked; she couldn’t believe her fortune. Not wasting time in wondering
how she got so lucky, she opened it and bolted outside.
She ran smack into Dennis’ chest.
“No!” she screamed into the cold night air.
They stood there, both rooted in the same spot.
“Cut!” the director yelled. “You two need to go back to acting school. What the hell was that? No! You
scream no! That’s not in the script. Take it from inside from Tanya opening the back door. This time try acting!”
Tanya walked back inside and closed the door; Dennis stayed outside and stood waiting.
“Ready?” the director asked. “Action.”
Tanya opened the door, ran out and again slammed into Dennis’ chest. This time, no words came out.
Blood seeped from her mouth when she opened it to scream. Dennis pulled the knife back out and began laughing.
“How’s that for acting?” he asked.
The director stood there with his mouth hanging open. Tanya slumped to the ground. Before anyone
realized what was happening, Dennis turned around and quickly sliced the cameraman’s throat.
“That’s not in the script either,” he laughed. 
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retribution

By Laurie Paulsen

The hunched figure shuffled to the fire, stoked the flames and settled in the rocking chair reflected in the
firelight. She wore a thick shawl, her face obscured in shadows.
“I tell you, boy. Then you leave,” she said, shifting to look the boy in the eye. “You leave and no come
back.” A bony finger rose off her lap to point at him.
Simon nodded and sat on the rug next to the fireplace, huddling against the chill. Tired, he’d been hiding
the past few days, hounded by this creature at night. Its nocturnal raging left him terrified and he needed an
answer before it reached him, tore into him with its jagged claws, sank into his pliant flesh with its silvery teeth.
Simon decided Mother Magda might know what to do. She was very old, the oldest woman in town. He
scanned the small cabin, doing his best to ignore the frantic scratching and yowls outside. Mother Magda snorted
and tucked her shawl close in. She stared at the fire, her gaze pensive.
“I saw it come when I was girl. In old village, in old country; night time, full moon. Cold, like tonight.” She
rubbed her hands together, her swollen knuckles silhouetted in the firelight. “It wanted Olya, for to return with it
to grave. My sister, Olya, betrothed to man. She was,” Magda gestured with both hands at her abdomen, “to birth,
to born a child with this man. Man died in drowning. Olya mourn and go on, have born baby.” Magda paused, her
chair creaking as she rocked. She worked her gums for a moment and then continued. “Olya not love this man.
She love other man, but other man not take her, not with dead man’s born baby. So, Olya hate born baby.” Mother
Magda rocked for a minute, staring with empty eyes. Her breath hitched and she wiped at her face with rough
hands. “Olya, she murder born baby.”
The sounds outside grew louder, the thumping against the outer walls shaking dust from the rough ceiling
beams. Simon watched the door as Magda intoned, his thighs tensed in their crouch. He decided the thick pane
window would be his best route, if need be. He hoped the creature outside didn’t think of it first and that Magda
would hurry up and get to the important—
“Boy, you listen? Is important. All is important,” she warned, her one clear eye glaring. Wisps of black
hair framed her face, sneaking out from under her babushka. “Olya dead baby come back for her, to make her be
mother, even in grave.”
The wind picked up, whistling through the flue and into the room. The pitch matched the keening outside
as the drekavac screeched, its claws scoring the thick logs forming the cabin walls. Tree branches whipped back
and forth, batting against the roof.
“Sssssiiimonnn . . . “
Simon gasped, his heart frozen in his chest. He grasped Magda’s armrest.
“What does it want, Mother Magda?”
His blood stilled in his veins as the abomination outside spoke again.
“Ssssiiimonnn, come to meee . . .”
“Boy, what you do?” Magda stood and wobbled to the door, listening through.
You do something to bring this on you.” She pressed her palm to the wood and closed her eyes.
“Just tell me. Please, how did your sister make it go away?” Simon’s head whipped around as the back wall
shook from the impact as the creature lashed out in fury. “And how can we know it can’t get in?”
The corners of Magda’s mouth tilted up and she pointed at the fist-sized, stuffed cloth sacks hanging above
the door and windows without opening her eyes. “I am safe, boy.” She turned her head and pinned the boy with
her gaze. “You, though; you in danger.”
“I am?” Simon squeaked and then cleared his throat. “In here?” He backed against the hearthstone,
comforted by the solid, cool rock. “Why?”
Magda ignored him, listening to the wailing, the snarling outside. She nodded, and returned to her chair,
rocking as if her story had been uninterrupted.
“I finish story. What you want, yes?”
“Only if it tells me how to send this, this drekavac away.”
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She cackled and continued rocking, her bony fingers gripping the ends of the armrests, her tiny feet arching
in her slippers as she pushed back on the rocker.
“Boy, make no matter the why. Only matter the truth. Truth is…you cannot stop drekavac. Drekavac has
justice, has truth. Drekavac is, how you say, avenging.”
Simon shook his head as she spoke, his cheeks losing color, “Avenging what? I didn’t do anything wrong.”
The creaking stopped as she directed her gimlet eye at the boy, “Lying boy.”
“Ssssiimonnn…come to meee.”
The boy shuddered, racking his memory of any wrongdoing, any hurt he’d caused. His stomach clenched, a
pit opening up in his chest, as he remembered.
“Ah, he remembers.”
But, it was an accident; an accident. Frederick had fallen into the river while playing and the neighborhood
children couldn’t do anything to save him. The boy couldn’t swim and the current was too strong. Weeks ago.
Frederick, who was smaller than the other boys asked for help crossing on the slippery rocks. Simon and his friends
laughed, goading the younger boy to grow up; to grow some balls. Simon winced, reliving the moment Frederick
fell and his piercing guilt at watching the boy sink. He thrashed, splashing and yelping before water filled his pink
lungs, before he succumbed to the inevitable forces of nature.
“But, why me?” Simon asked, tears filling his eyes. “Why wouldn’t it come for the other boys?”
Magda shook her head as if the movement caused her pain and pressed her lips together. She hitched up her
long skirt and stood, shuffling toward the door. Her eyes were cast down, her shoulders bowed.
“I am sorry, child. Truth, I am.” She reached for the heavy latch and raised the bar. “But, you must know.”
She let the howling wind push the door open, the moonlight illuminating the silhouette of a stooped,
broken figure standing in the raging storm. Tatters of its school uniform still clung to its gray flesh. It turned its face
to the night sky and screamed, rage and sorrow leaving its throat in a torrent.
“It did.” 
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It

seemed to Maddy like one second her
Trigonometry class was talking about the square
of the hypotenuse and the next they were discussing the force
necessary to strangle the last breath out of a human being.
According to Brad Farinelli, the murderer had to be a
Nose Guard in high school and college ball to get the strength
and speed to do that kind of damage without a fight. Being
a Nose Guard himself, Maddy wondered why Brad was so
eager to place himself in the company of a killer. However, the
By Kate Alessandri
immediate swooning of half the female members of our class
proved, once again, that even—and sometimes especially—
smart women make foolish choices.
It wasn’t Brad’s fault. It had been happening
all day, ever since the newspaper this morning dropped on everyone’s kitchen table. The usual
articles on the county fair and stargazing night violently ousted by the headline: BEG KILLER
TAKES 5TH. AFTER TWO MONTHS OF SILENCE! The usual pictures of prize-winning animals
and ribbon cutting ceremonies were replaced by grisly crime scene photos of bled and broken
girls, accompanied by a picture of them from the yearbook that—in context—looked totally
fake.
The name stood for “brown-eyed girl” killer, referring to the murderer’s chosen victim: brown-haired
girls with brown eyes. If someone asked Maddy, the name was pretty uninspired, but nobody ever did.
These days, it seemed like the only contact she had with her so-called peers was one they were reminding
her that she could be next. Well, except Connor.
“Hey, little brown-eyed girl,” Brad was whispering in her ear as she reflexively lowered her head and
grasped her long, curly, brown hair to her chest.
“Shut up, Brad,” Maddy hissed.
“Why don’t you just dye it?” Lauren Keeblehouse said, twirling a strand of her own honey-colored
tresses and eying the girl priggishly.
Clara nearly choked on the overwhelming smell of garlic and Old Spice as Brad moved closer to her.
“Maybe she doesn’t want to,” he opined. “Maybe she likes being that sicko’s prime meal choice.”
Maddy bit her lip, trying to suppress her own strangling urges.
“Leave me alone,” she said weakly, simultaneously uncomfortable and irritated with herself for not
being able to fight back.
In her other life, she could. In her other life, she could have knocked him down before he had a chance
to react. But not this one Maddy reminded herself.
Brad guffawed.
“Yeah, you like it,” he said to her.
“Maybe because you’re no one’s prime meal choice around here, huh?”
“Mr. Farinelli,” the teacher said in a tone that was both inauspicious and
futile.
Any punishment she might have doled out was put off by the shrill jangling of the lunch bell. Avoiding
Brad’s lascivious gaze, Maddy darted out into the hallway, heading towards her lunch spot of choice: the library.
“Maddy!”
Connor brushed his shaggy red hair back from his brow and grinned
as she collapsed at the table.
“Fun in Trig?” he asked her, eyes twinkling.
“Well, are you familiar with ‘a hole in the head’?”
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“Yeah, about that much fun.”
Maddy smiled at him, pulling out a copy of “Death on the Nile” by Agatha Christie.   
Ever since she started at Millard Fillmore High five months earlier, Maddy
had been taking a book to the library for lunch. She hadn’t noticed Connor at first. He was pulling an invisible
act just like she was, but one day they’d been reading the same copy of Poe’s short stories. Since then, bringing
the book with her had just been a formality.
Connor wasn’t that kind of friend, though. Brad Farinelli was right, the boys at MFH didn’t exactly line
up around the block for Madeline Farrell.
In her other life, she was actually quite attractive. Everyone has their reasons for looking the way they
do, from the tragic ugliness syndrome to self-esteem issues, so Maddy considered hers a practicality and a
temporary one at that.
She was broken out of her reverie as Connor snapped a finger impatiently in
front of her face.
“Hey, earth to Maddy!” he was saying.
“Sorry,” she said, shaking her head. “Just distracted; Brad Farinelli was espousing my loveliness today.”
Connor gave her a funny look.
“Please tell me you’re not interested in Brad Farinelli.”
Maddy laughed.
“No, not in him, in our local lover-of-Rhodas, the B.E.G. killer.”
“Ahhh. Seriously, though, did you read the paper this morning?”
“No,” Maddy lied expertly. “But I got the gist from the Steroid King. What did it say?”
He lowered his head and leaned in towards her, “Just that this was the worst one yet. They found her
on a pretty well-lit street. Peach, I think. And they’re saying he cut her up before he strangled her this time.”
“Oh, yeah?” she asked casually.
Connor nodded, “They found the same words carved into her stomach, ‘Mine’, but there was so much
blood around the wounds that it had to have been done when she was alive.”
“God, that’s gross,” Maddy commented, shivering. “What does that mean
anyways, ‘mine’?”
“I don’t know, but it seems like this guy is just gearing up for more.”
He looked at her plaintively, “I really think you should dye your hair, Maddy.”
She smirked, looking at him fondly. He really is sweet, she thought.
“You’re the second person to tell me that in the space of about twenty minutes,” she told him.
“But you said it in a nice way.”
“Well, maybe you should!”
Connor yelled, and then looked around self-consciously.
“Look, I just don’t want you to get hurt. This last girl was from the Harker Academy two miles away
and she looked exactly like you. I mean, exactly.”
“I’ll be fine,” Maddy assured him, though she didn’t really believe it
herself. “I’m sure this will all be over soon, anyway.”
“What makes you think that?”
Shrugging, she told him, “Well, if our local police are anything like those
detectives on Law & Order, I’m sure they’ll get their man.”
Privately, she thought those procedural shows were kind of a load of crap, but it
seemed to soothe her friend a bit.
After a moment, though, Connor shook his head.
“It’s been a year and a half and they haven’t even come close.”
The bell rang, causing Maddy’s whole body to twitch in surprise.
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“Crap, lunch is already over!” She grabbed her book bag and heaved it over her
shoulder. “Don’t worry about me,” she told Connor, who was still grumbling as he put his books away.
“I’m gonna worry no matter what you say,” he said, reaching out and grabbing her hand.
Maddy lurched back, pulling her hand away as he looked at her with a mixture of hurt and confusion.
“Sorry,” she told him nervously, kneading the hand he’d taken with the other. “Just jumpy these days. I’ll
see you tomorrow at lunch, okay?”
“Okay,” Connor said, “tomorrow.”
She hoped so.
#
“How was your day?” Linda asked Maddy, spearing a bite from her salad.
“Fine, Mom,” she replied.
She had been using her fork to sculpt the mashed potatoes since they’d sat down at the table and she
noticed it was actually beginning to bear a remarkable appearance to Mount Diablo.
Linda smiled at her.
“You called me ‘mom.’”
Maddy shrugged.
“Had to happen sometime.”
She lowered her eyes away from the girl, but was clearly pleased. Linda was
a beautiful woman, save for a nasty scar running down from her eye like a flesh-colored tear. Maddy had been
with Linda and Frank for six years—since that last foster home—but she never told her how she got the mark.
“Does that mean you’re going to start calling me ‘dad’ now too?” Frank asked
with a wink.
“Don’t push your luck,” she told him playfully as she completed her mashed
potato masterpiece.
Frank cleared his throat.
“So, ahem, you’re going out, then. After dinner?”
“Yeah,” Maddy said. “I thought I’d take a walk down Peach.”
Linda looked like she wanted to say something, and then tightened her lips,
drawing another forkful of salad up to her mouth.
“Do you have everything?” Frank asked. He looked concerned like a Dad
should be, but he always acted more like Maddy’s manager before she went out for the night.
“I have everything,” she replied. “Do I have time for dessert?”
“Of course you do,” Linda said, but Frank gave her a warning look.
“It’s already seven-thirty,” he pointed out.
“Then I guess you guys owe me a slice of pie later,” Maddy said, rising from
the table. “I’m going upstairs to get ready.”
“You look fine,” Linda said, her eyes still lowered.
“I think I should wear the orange sweater,” she said to no one in particular.
“That one’s a winner,” Frank said, winking at her again. “Have fun, peanut.”
“Check you later, cashew,” Maddy told him.
It was a stupid little trick to remind them that they were family now, but it always made her laugh. She
walked upstairs to put on the orange sweater, catching her reflection in the mirror as she walked down the
hallway. She really did look like one of his, Maddy thought. Her pulse started to quicken in what could have
been fear or excitement.
“I’m leaving!” she called, grabbing her bag from the coat rack by the front
door.
Maddy unzipped the front pouch and slipped what she needed into her pocket and sleeves, leaving
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only her gym clothes and wallet in the bag. She paused for a moment, double-checking her pockets and trying
to ignore the feeling of guilt that was beginning to ebb at her obnoxiously. She only needed a little more time,
she told herself. She’d send the message as soon as she was done.
#
She held her breath as she headed towards Peach St., gazing up at the tall
eucalyptus trees, their branches waving and creaking with the wind. She pulled her hands further into her
sleeves, looking up and around.
“I guess the party’s not on Peach Street,” she mumbled to herself, coming to
a stop at the next street.
She looked down the adjacent street to her right. Taking a deep breath, she
turned towards Apple Tree Lane. Pretty much all of the streets were named after fruits in
this area; just another cute-ification technique to make people feel safe. As if a monster
would avoid someplace simply due to its kitsch level. It was when she crossed Cherry Blossom Way that
she felt him coming up behind her. It’s that feeling one gets when they know someone is in their house that
doesn’t belong, or when they pull their child close when a stranger smiles at them in the supermarket. People
undervalue their instincts, she thought as she flipped her mane of brown hair back over her shoulder,
taunting him one last time. She walked carefully, trying to act like she didn’t notice anything at all, like
clueless prey to a hunter that wants the element of surprise. She would give him that.
She heard the soft pad of footprints behind her getting closer, faster, until she turned around and saw
his cold smiling face less than five feet away. His gaze was hollow, but at the same time heavy with desire. She
could see the glint of the knife even on the mostly dark sidewalk. She tilted her own head and smiled right
back at him and, her pulse racing as she pulled her hand out of her sleeve, allowing herself no more than a
fraction of a second to pull the trigger. The whole exchange must have taken seconds, but it felt like hours as
she watched the thin wires explode from her Tazer gun, the sharp points on the end piercing his chest.
For a moment, she stood there stupidly, willing her mind to catch up as she held the gun, watching the
man convulse with her fifty thousand-volt gift to him. Then, she remembered.
She pulled her phone out from her pocket, staring at it. She knew she was supposed to send a message
the minute he was down. But she just needed a few minutes. He hadn’t played by the rules, and neither would
she.
Reaching down, she retracted the darts from his body, watching him calmly. He hadn’t passed out, so
she would have to be careful.
“Hi there,” she said brightly as he blinked at her, pulling her Tazer back
into her long jacket sleeve for future use.
His eyes were clouded over, but his muscles tensed. He understood her.
“You must be Henry. Looks like you’ve gotten yourself into a bit of a pickle,” she continued, unzipping
her other pocket and pulling out a long spool of piano wire. “I don’t want to have to shoot you again, but I’d
like to have a little chat. You’ll probably be able to talk in about two minutes and move around in five, so I’m
just going to make sure you don’t go anywhere, all righty?”
Her tone belied the nervous lump that threatened to make its way slowly down
her throat. It was either nerves or anger, she thought. The latter would serve her better in this case, and she
willed it to take over.
She carefully pulled off a length of cut wire from the spool and bent over, pulling his legs together. He
winced as she tightened the wire. She could feel the lump tightening in her throat, but forced a chipper voice.
“Yeah, that wire’ll cut right through your skin,” she told him. “I’ll just use
some on your hands and feet but it will only be tight enough to break the skin, maybe cut down to the
bone. That’s all.”
“M…” he croaked. “Mine.”
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She gave him a sideways look.
“Muh-muh-mine? Yeah, sorry, buddy. I’m not yours. I’m not even close.”
He gave her a pained expression as she smiled down at him. Keeping her
Tazered-hand ready, she reached up with her left hand and pulled off the long, curly, brown wig that made him
want her. She released her own mane of blonde hair, shaking it out over her shoulders.
“Not her!” he croaked, his voice thick with panic.
She leaned forward, inches away from his face, and brought the same hand up
to her eyes, pulling out the soft brown-colored contacts.
“No,” she said, smiling. “Not her.”
The lump had turned into comfortable warmth. She was on a roll now. He stared at her, his eyes
flashing up at her face and down to his bindings. She chuckled as he struggled against the wire on his hands,
only to force the wire to cut deeper into his wrist. He was bleeding now, but not nearly enough.
“Who is yours, anyway?” she asked, kicking a stone towards him. “Not those
girls. Your mother? Your sister?”
He flinched as she said the latter.
“Ohhh, your sister!” she leaned down to face him again, putting on a mocking pout as he growled at
her.
“Did she leave you all alone?” she asked him. “Did you try to get her back, but she didn’t want you?”\
“Madeline Farrell,” he spit out. “Sixteen years old, student at Millard Fillmore. They say that’s your
name, but I know it’s you. Diana, I know it’s you. You’re mine!”
She could feel the lump completely disappear and the warmth take over, tightening her hand against
the blade in her other pocket. She willed herself to let it go, kneeling beside him instead.
“You were right about one thing,” she whispered. “I’m not Madeline Farrell. But I’m not Diana
either. She’s dead, Henry.”
His anguished scream filled the air but she merely grinned down at him, watching as he pulled against
the wire and it cut deeper into his flesh.
“Is this how they felt?” she asked quietly.
“She was mine,” he whimpered.
She gave him a hard look.
“She was never yours.”
A scream erupted from behind her, “Stay where you are!”
She stepped back and out of the way as Frank rushed forward.
“You were supposed to send a message when he was down,” he told her angrily.
“I know,” she said. “But he’s incapacitated. It’s fine.”
“It’s not fine,” Frank snapped, keeping his gun level. “We were worried.”
“Sorry, Dad.”
He didn’t move his eyes.
“You know I’m not your father.”
“I know.”
“I got him!” Linda’s voice filled the air.
She grasped her firearm and pointed it at Henry as Frank carefully uncoiled the wire and reached for
his handcuffs.
“Henry Townsend, you are under arrest,” Frank said, pulling the limp man
upwards by his wounded hands.
“You’re hurting me!” he wailed. “I can barely move. This bitch attacked me!”
“Self-defense,” she said with a casual shrug, unable to suppress a smile.
“Clara,” Linda said with a warning tone.
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“You have the right to remain silent,” Frank went on. “Anything you say can
and will be used against you in a court of law.”
“Who are you people?” he yelled.
Linda held up her badge.
“My name is Linda Foley, this is Frank Giraldi. We’re agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
we are attempting to inform you of your rights. Please listen.”
“What about her? She’s not police, I’m telling you. She pretended to be
her. She tricked me!”
Clara watched silently as her fake Dad Mirandized Townsend and stayed
silent even as the wail of sirens grew louder and police surrounded them.
She let out a deep breath as Frank pushed Townsend down into the back of a
squad car, and only then started to feel the warmth take refuge and her nerves kick back in. She felt as though
her whole body was in a perpetual shudder as she turned to Linda.
“You’re lucky we already have evidence on him,” Linda said quietly after they left.
“I know,” she said, tears escaping her eyes. “I’m sorry. I was just so angry. He wasn’t supposed to go after
that girl from Harker. We were supposed to get him before!”
“I know.” Linda pulled her close. “Did he hurt you?”
Clara shook her head.
“No, not at all. I hurt him.”
She sighed.
“Did it help? Do you feel less angry?”
“No.” She rubbed her eyes aggressively and took a breath. “ don’t feel less angry. But it still felt good at
the time.”
Linda kissed the girl’s forehead.
“You can’t do this forever, you know.”
“You’re not my mother,” Clara replied, smiling.
“I wish I was,” she said guilelessly.
“Me too,” she told Linda, sniffling. “So do I
go back to school tomorrow?”
“No, Clara. We’re moving onto the
next assignment. Besides, do you want to
wear that wig forever?”
She thought about Connor.
“Maybe.”
“And will you be Maddy forever?”
“I guess not.”
“We’ll see if we can get you a better look next
time,” Linda said with a smile.
“It would be nice if I could look like myself
for a change. I thought these guys liked blue-eyed
blondes.”
“Gentlemen do prefer blondes,” Linda
agreed.
“Linda?”
“Yes?”
“What will my name be?”
Daydreaming
“Anything you want, sweetheart, anything.” 
By Erin Yoshi
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taring down at the cold, stone floor, she
thought of all the days that had come
before this day. All the days that led up to this day. She
wondered how she had gotten here. She wondered, but
deep down she knew. Everyone assumed desperation had
driven her to this point, but that wasn’t it. Desperation
had nothing to do with it, neither did despair. It was
simply a lack of need to fight anymore and that lack of
need left her alone in this cold, gray room.
She thought back to the summer three years
before this dreadful day in August. Back to the time
before this cold, gray dark barren room. She thought
back to that warm day in May when they first met. A
salty tear met her cheek as she reminisced about the
bittersweet days of Andrew.
Andrew was a beautiful, kind soul who asked
nothing in this world but to be accepted as he was. And
Heather knew him for what he was, a strong yet sensitive
man who always looked you in the eyes and always told
the truth.
As she sat in the cold, dimly lit room she
remembered how his bronze hair would glisten as the
sun danced off his Timex. They met during the second
summer term of her sophomore year at Princeton. He
sat two desks up and one row to the left of her in
Speech 101. He seemed so simple back then, at least
on the outside. But as she grew to know the man on
the inside, simplicity faded. There was so much more to
Andrew than would ever meet the eye. His first speech
revealed his inner strength; she had to admit to herself
the speech caused her to be drawn to him. Like Heather,
Andrew’s family had been stricken with cancer. His
speech revealed that his father—who worked his entire
life as a carpenter—had been diagnosed with skin cancer
when he was only forty-two years old. Andrew and his
family were devastated a year later when his father died.

Later in the story, he revealed his mother too succumbed
to cancer. Hers was Leukemia; no one knew the cause,
it just came and took her one, cold, February night. So
there he stood in front of the second summer term
Speech 101 class an only child and an orphan. Heather’s
heart opened that day to love, Andrew’s love.
The rest of the summer term flew by in a
whirlwind. hey spent all of their waking moments
together and eventually most of their sleeping ones as
well. They mused over the newspaper each day while they
shared their morning coffee, chuckled over lunch about
their English professor’s receding hairline and droning
lectures, and sipped wine together while studying for
the most recent test. Before Heather realized it, she and
Andrew had become swept up into each other’s worlds;
she found her soul mate. And then, in the middle of
their sixteenth month together, it happened.
Andrew had gone into the university medical
center for his routine yearly checkup. Dr. Barnes found
some strange lumps under his arms he felt needed a
second opinion. She remembered the nervous thirtyfive mile drive to the specialist. It was a drive of almost
silence.
Then, in a small voice, Andrew almost whispered
to her, “Heather,” he drew a deep breath. “If it’s cancer,
I don’t want to die like my mother did. Promise me you
won’t let me die like that.”
“What are you talking about?” She asked.
“You’re fine. You’ll be just fine.”
Just then, he pulled the gray Explorer to the side
of the road. Carefully unhooking the seat belt, he turned
her and tightly grasped her left hand.
“I’m serious.” He looked her deep in the eyes.
“If Dr. Mitchell says it’s cancer, I want you to help me
die with dignity, not shriveled up in a smelly, hospital
bed watching each breath leave me with every pump of
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the blood pressure cup. I won’t die like that. You are the
only person I have left in this world. Don’t let me die
like that.”
Several salty tears ran down both her cheeks.
“I won’t.” She promised. “I’ll do whatever you
ask.”
As they both feared, the doctor’s prognosis was
not a good one. Tests had shown Andrew had stage four,
renal cell carcinoma. It was very rare in young adults,
but had probably been passed onto Andrew by his
mother. He told them about invasive treatments that
could prolong his life a few years, but quality of life
would diminish with each treatment. There was nothing
that modern medicine could do. Andrew was told to
get his affairs in order; he probably wouldn’t live to see
Christmas.
The ride home was full of stillness. So still that
Heather remembered feeling she could cut her cold,
February breath with a knife. In the blink of an eye she
found out she was losing the love of her life. Losing her
soul mate to a disease she could hardly pronounce…
it was unfair. She knew what he would ask of her. She
knew what she promised to do. She wondered if she were
strong enough to fulfill her promise. Heather looked
over to Andrew, wanting to break the silence, wanting
to say anything that would undo this
day. Undo his cancer. A single tear
fell from his right eye. She kept her
silence.
The next few weeks were
a blur. Andrew grew distant as he
plotted his exit of dignity. He was
preparing to leave. Instead of drawing
her closer to him and relishing in
every last moment together, he
became bitter and silent. And then
one Friday afternoon after Calculus
class she got a phone call from him.
“Heather sweetheart.” He
smiled on the other end of the
phone. “I want to spend the weekend
with you. Come away with me to the
mountains.”
“Are you sure?” She
questioned his kind words.

“Yes.” He replied. “I know I’ve been a jerk and
I’m sorry, but I really need you right now and I’ll explain
it all in the car.”
Andrew did explain everything in the Explorer
on their way to the mountains. He gave her all the
infinite details about both of his parents’ deaths. Every
agonizing detail his twenty-year-old memory could bring
to the surface. He also explained to her how she was
the love of his life and he couldn’t imagine her watching
him waste away. He wanted her to remember him in his
vitality. He asked her to remember her promise and help
him escape his gloomy destiny.
The weekend was the most wonderful of her
life. And then it ended.
A loud clunk jarred her back to the present time.
It was the sound of the cell door opening. Her lawyer
appeared in the doorway.
“They are waiting for us,” he said in his deep
still voice.
Slowly she was led from her cold, gray cell
up the winding, steel-gray staircase into the morning
sunlight. As she looked into the clouds overhead, she
saw Andrew’s face appear in the white puffy canvas. He
smiled, winked and blew her a kiss. 
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Roxy’s Corner

By Jane LaPaglia

Roxy huddled on her side in the corner rocking her
upper body from left to right in a frenetic pattern. Her arms
crossed at her heart and she held herself in a death hug. Every
few minutes, a shiver would interrupt her rocking. These quakes
started at her core and rose outward to the edges of her fingers
and toes. The corner’s walls darkened the spot where she lay. Overhead, in the absence of a roof, the constant state
of dusk permeated with a residual cover of cloud, dust and ash. She and the corner appeared to be all that was left.
Her clothes hung on her body with the moisture in them causing sticky discomfort. Rock...Where? she thought.
Rock…Where? Rock…Where is…? Rock...Where is everyone? Rock…Why am I here? Rock…What’s happened? Rock…
As she curled and rocked, she drifted in and out of awareness. During periods of lucidity, her cognizance
brought the realization that every sound of the city was gone. There were no horns, ambulances, car engines, or even
freeway noises. She heard no voices of humans or birds. She noted the soft dripping of a light rain on her skin and
heard its barely audible patter. Her eyes were laced together at her lashes with a thick crusting of eye goo, dust, ash
and death. She wouldn’t release her arms to clean the crud out. Each time she tried to pull her arms away to clean her
eyes, her body would convulse.
A shuffled footstep arose on the pavement nearby. She lifted her torso and rested her back against the corner.
Her head hung limply from her neck. She pressed her back firmly into the corner and allowed the bulk of it to replace
her former pacification. She was unable to call out, yet inside she shouted, “HELP ME!” The footsteps sounded far
away and they were at a slow casual pace. Shu…shu…shu…shu. In Roxy’s mind it seemed as if an eternity passed, but
eventually the footsteps quickened and grew louder. Shu, shu, shu, shu. She still found she was unable to speak, but she
started to bang her candy-heart, slip-on Vans against the floorboards in hopes that she would be heard.
In reverse of the quickening footsteps, they slowed again and became more distant. Shu...shu..shu, shu. In what
felt like a microsecond, the sound was gone. Roxy’s head and body slipped out of the upright position and the side of
her skull bounced off the floor as she dropped.
Roxy’s body returned to its previous rhythm of rock, rock, rock and her arms reformed an “X” across her
heart. Tears flowed in automatic response to the footstep’s desertion. Roxy’s attention was drawn to a burning sensation
the tears caused on her caked eyes.
She rocked for hours before the footsteps returned. Shu…shu…shu, shu. The steps started slowly and sounded
distant and as they got louder they grew quicker. Shu, shu, shu, shu. Roxy tried again to use her remaining energy to
raise her body up, but instead she rolled from her side flat onto her back. She threw her arms off her chest and onto the
floor. She bent her knees so her feet would rest flat on the floor and then she turned her palms down on either side. She
began to pound repeatedly, oscillating between hands and feet.
In her mind, she was determined this time not to let the person pass her by. Her throat was too dry and her lips
were cracked, but she pushed air up through her body and wailed, “Help!”
She continued to pound with all the force of her arms and legs. She even managed a second “Help!” that
descended into a whisper.
This time, she realized the footsteps turned toward her and she knew she’d been heard. The feet slowed as
they approached and carried with them that same slow shuffle she heard the first time. Shu…shu. She heard the feet
stop near her head.
“Aren’t you a doll?” he said.
“Help me. Something…happened.” Roxy cracked.
“Oh, something has happened.”
“What…?”
“Man weeps in the black.”
“I don’t under…”
The narrow man now crouched and used his big, rough hand to sweep Roxy’s long, baby-fine, brown hair back
away from her eyes. He put his hand on her forehead and petted her as if she was his child.
When moved his hand down her long strands, she heard “sshhht” and he tightened his grip on the ends of her
hair. He pulled it taut from the scalp to the end.
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“Leave me alone,” she whispered.
He cut the hair on that side of her head as close to her scalp as he could get without cutting her. He gently rolled
her onto her stomach and cut the rest of the hair from the back and finally shifted her onto her right side and cut her
remaining locks, leaving jagged edges on all sides.
Roxy lay confused and pulled her arms protectively across her heart again and began to sway her body. As
she moved, her body curled into a comma shape with just her head and feet jutting out at both ends. The man slipped
her candy-heart Vans off her feet and held them in his hand. He looked at them and smiled. Roxy rocked and swayed
as she listened to his footsteps scuff and scrape from the direction that they’d originally come from.
Shu…shu…shu…shu… 
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First Dream
By Bruce Memblatt
The evening air falls soggy-humid and heavy. I walk towards a vision, a tree in the distance.
There’s a band of men traveling closely by, but I don’t know who they are, or why they’re at my
side. The night is lit by the shadowy sweep of the moon. I see fire burning around me, blazing wild
like torches. I hear the clean crackle of tight twigs snap as we slowly advance. I feel the pointy rush
of leaves brushing away from my feet when I suddenly realize my feet are bare. My nerves sizzle
with fear, but I keep walking steadily as if I’m drawn to that tree. Inherently I know I don’t have any
options all choices have vanished. Suddenly, the bark of a dog is followed by the pained yelps of
tens of dogs barking and snapping wild.
There’s a strange scent in the air, an odd mixture of must and stinging burnt rubber. I feel a
chill and then another as the wind whips up in a fury and dies down just as quickly. The tree is still
pretty far off in the distance, but we’re getting closer with each step. Why do I know we’re heading
towards that tree? Now I hear muffled speech, but I can’t make out words when I realize there’s a
piece of cloth covering my head, a heavy, coarse, burlap piece of cloth, but how can I see? I can
still see. I can see everything. Everything I don’t want to see.
Suddenly I feel my heart begin to gallop like a steed and I can’t slow it down. I breathe in
deeply. There it steadies for a moment, but I’m still scared beyond anything I can recall and I’m still
here, wherever here is, this strange place. Now the moon seems brighter, we’re in a clearing. I sense
a trickle of water seeping under my cold feet and the cakey, moist feel of mud around my toes. It
must have rained here recently.
I try to make out faces on the other side of that beckoning merciless tree. There are people
behind that tree, people that seem familiar, almost a crowd. They’re standing on the other side of
that tree, silent still like they’re watching something. Like they’re watching an ambulance, or a fire
engine racing down a street, but they’re not watching an ambulance or a fire truck their eyes are
pinned on me. My heart starts to gallop again I have to steady it, I have to calm down. The tree is
getting nearer and nearer. We’re almost there. I see the face of a preacher. Oh my God! I know
what’s happening! I know
what’s happening. Suddenly, complete darkness, my eyes are open now. Oh my God, dear Lord
it was just a dream. I need to turn a light on to make sure I’m awake and assure myself it was just
a dream, just a sliver of my mind. It felt so real. I’ve never dreamt a dream that felt so vivid and
clear like that before, like ice. Dear God, there’s sweat on my brow…a cold, wet sweat. I need a
cigarette. That’s what I’ll do; I’ll turn on the radio and light a cigarette. Wait, forget the cigarette
I’ll just lay here still for a moment and catch my breath in the deep dark. It was just a dream, just
a silly dream nothing to fear. Man, I’m tired; I’ve never felt so tired before. My eyes feel heavy
so laden I can hardly keep them open. The rain is gently falling. I’m outside somewhere, I don’t
know where. There are men at my sides, a group of men. We’re walking towards a tree. I feel the
warmth of fire nearby. I hear dogs barking like crazed wolves. My heart is racing. Why do I know
we’re walking towards that tree? The moon is so full tonight, bigger than I’ve ever seen it before.
The moon looks like it could swallow the earth. The night is cold and sharp like thistle. The tree is still
pretty far away, but I feel it getting closer and closer. The moon is growing even brighter. We’re in
a clearing, a muddy clearing. The rain is gaining strength, my heat is racing. I need to slow down. I
want to shout at these nameless faceless men to slow down! I see a crowd in the distance, familiar
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faces stark and starring bewildered. Further down I see an ambulance. Wait, we’re walking past
the tree, why are we walking past that tree? I hear the men at my sides speak in mumbled voices.
I can make out words.
One mutters, “She’s dead. He did it.”
What does he mean? Then a harsh rush of wind and the group of faceless men by my side
vanishes into the night. Where have they gone? My heart is speeding like a train, like a demon train.
I breathe deeply. I try to close my eyes to forget where I am, but I can’t close them. I’m in a car
driving on a road right near that tree. The rain is falling hard. The windshield wipers can hardly fight
the pounding rain. I see a shadow dart out of nowhere. Wait it’s not a shadow, it’s a little girl! I try to
swerve. I can’t see! I hear a sharp thud. Oh my god! My God, the little girl! I must have hit her. She
must be hurt, or dead! Oh my god! I see an ambulance. Who called the ambulance? How did it
arrive so quickly? My heart is going to spin out of control. Everything appears in flashes now, in bright
flashes. I see a preacher. I see a crowd. I hear the preacher reciting the girl’s last rites. I see the
ambulance speed off, sirens whirling in anguished screams. The preacher’s still here, I see the tree
again, there’s a noose around the tree, a noose swinging from that tree. I can’t breath. My heart is
beating like a drill, a steel, super-maddened drill. Suddenly, total darkness. My eyes are opening. Oh
dear god. It was dream, another dream. But my heart won’t stop pounding, it’s racing fast, faster
than fast. I can’t…
High pitched staccato beeps wailed through the hospital room where Jack Stewart was
having a heart attack. Suddenly, harsh, white light filled the room as nurses and doctors darted
in, a sea of white shoes and pants and shirts dotted with silver tools, stethoscopes and needles
dangling and they pounded his chest. Pounded and pounded until Jack would come back, ‘til his
heart ran at a normal pace. The lights on his heart monitor flickered erratically. The top numbers
read twenty-five, fifty-nine seventy-nine and then back to twenty-five then sixty, eighty, one
hundred and twenty he was coming back. A doctor furiously recorded what was happening on a
hard, silver chart as he stood quietly next to Jack’s bed. A nurse was sitting in a small metal chair on
the other side of the bed watching her watch and holding John’s wrist as she checked his pulse,
her white shoes tapping against the shiny white floor as she counted beats off in her head.
”How many heart attacks has he had, I mean this week? She asked.
The middle-aged doctor with graying hair around his temples and calm hazel eyes responded,
“Three.”
“How is it possible? How does he survive, one after the other?”
The doctor shook his head.
“Does he ever wake up? Have you seen him alert?”
“Once, briefly,” the nurse wistfully continued, her hands playing with her black hair.
“He was reaching for something on the table next to his bed and then his eyes suddenly
closed again.”  
“You know he’s not in a coma, there’s nothing physically preventing him from waking up
and walking out of here, it’s the strangest thing.”
“Not so strange though, considering his circumstances.”
”Well yes, and no the doctor answered.”
“Thing is they can’t execute him while he’s in the hospital.” The nurse said calmly.
”But what a way to live.”  
The doctor sighed as he checked off items on his hard silver pad.
”Worse than death, I guess. I wonder if he knows what’s happening, the heart attacks. I
wonder why he doesn’t just get up?”
”The mind is a strange thing” the doctor answered in a sing -song professorial manner.
“His may be in a way be protecting itself, but in this case the cure seems pretty crazy,
because his heart can’t maintain this kind of stress too much longer. Fear does strange things, fear
of things we can’t face, or fear of things we can’t escape. Either way he’s had it. He either wakes
up, or dies from the strain his heart is taking, or he gets hung by the state. I wouldn’t want to be in
his shoes. Not for anything.”
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“Sad really there’s no happy ending to this story. It’s the feeling of guilt isn’t doctor?”
“His conscious I’m sure has a lot to do with this strange condition. At least we know he has
one, that he’s not a sociopath.”
“I hear he has, or had a pretty average life he’s a widower. His wife died a few years ago
from a liver disease. He had been living in their house all alone since she passed. His son tried to
see him every week or so, his daughter used to come by fairly often as well, until it happened.  He’s
retired. It was a terrible rainy night when it happened.”
I’m in my car I’m driving; I’m driving home from the supermarket. The rain is coming down
hard, like pellets, like beady bullets. The windshield wipers struggle to fight the steady rain. I have
music on the radio, but the rain is beating so hard I can hardly here the song in the air. All the way
home I’ve been thinking about putting the food away, normal every day thoughts. Nothing odd
at all, except for this rain, this heavy, scary rain. I wonder when it will stop, if this rain will ever stop.
I’ll be passing Chester Drive soon. It’s on my right. There’s that big white birch tree on Chester. The
tree someone ran a car into last year. Someone died. Imagine? I’ll bet it was raining, raining that
night just as hard as it is now. Funny I’ve never noticed it before, but that tree has a dent in it, I think.
I can hardly see where I’m going, but that‘s where he must have hit the tree on that sorry night. I
see lights on in the house across the street. It looks like every light in the house is on. They must be
running up some bill. Oh shit a flash of lightning, and thunder striking like a great explosion! I should
pull over until the storm stops. I’m so close to home though, just a few more miles and I’ll be safe and
dry behind familiar walls. Oh my, what’s that? What’s that? A girl she’s running out of that house. The
house with all the lights on! I have to swerve, if I don’t I’ll hit her! Phew she made it across the street!
I wonder why she’s running so fast. Oh my god she’s turning around she’s coming back, oh fuck! I
hear a small thud, my God I hit her, but she’s still standing she’s going to be okay! Suddenly, bright
light, my eyes are opening.
It was a dream, just another dream, but my heart isn’t racing, I’m going to be fine. I see
someone in the corner dressed in white. Looks like a nurses aide or an orderly. Why am I in the
hospital? What’s happening? Dear God what is going on? I’ve got to talk to that orderly. I have to
move my mouth and make sounds.  
“Can you hear me, can you hear me?”
Good she’s smiling she’s walking towards me. She looks friendly enough.
“Hey, Mr. Stewart, you’re awake”
“That little girl, I didn’t kill her, I hit her, but just tapped her really she’s going to be fine!”
John Stewart smiled.
A steady high-pitched beep filled the corridor. Nurses and doctors scrambled into John’s
room like pistols. They pounded on his chest, silver metal instruments flailing. They pounded and
pounded and placed suction cups on his chest. They shouted and counted, but John Stewart
didn’t move. He lay there silent and still. The number on his heart monitor read an empty zero
it wasn’t going to rise to ten, or twenty, or one hundred and thirty. His heart stopped beating. It
wouldn’t pump again. No more blood would pour through his body. No more dreams would haunt
him, but a simple smile remained on his face.
The nurse turned off the heart monitor and sighed.
“Guess you saved the state a few bucks, old John.”
The orderly softly walked over to the nurse.
“He said something”
“What?”
The nurse was filled with surprise.
“He said something? He spoke?”
“Yes, he was happy, he was relieved, he said he didn’t run over that little girl that she was
okay and then he smiled.”
”Little girl? What little girl? He murdered his daughter. Ran his car into her over and over as
she stood trapped by an old, white, birch tree over on Chester Drive. 
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By Angela Alsaleem

The wheels of Richard’s gurney squeaked as the nurse rolled him down the hall. Nurse Claire was
how he thought of her. A bitch, just as sadistic as himself; sweet. He knew where she was taking him and
giggled. He’d longed for a woman like her all his life. Head held in place with thick leather straps, the buckle
digging into his forehead, he gazed up at her breasts, pert against the thick cotton of her black scrubs.
Always black. Though, around Christmas she sometimes wore something more festive, like black with
wreaths patterned over it. Her badge reflected the overhead fluorescents as they squeaked along.
She pushed open the door at the end of the hall with the foot of the gurney. The door also squealed.
Everything here needs to be greased, he thought, including Nurse Claire. He could see the cold, gray walls around
him, some of them stone, some of them just painted sheetrock, but dark gray, like a dungeon. In the new
room, a machine buzzed in the corner. He knew that buzz and his giggle turned into a laugh.
“Bite down on this,” Nurse Claire said as she shoved a leather strap between his teeth. “I don’t want
you biting off your tongue.”
Now that sounded thrilling. If he strained his eyes to the right, he could just see her round bottom
as she worked with her back to him. He had the nerve to shock it. That was why he was here now. One little
zap; that’s all it took. And now for a taste of his own medicine.
“Maybe this will teach you how to behave,” she said, licking her grinning lips.
She placed a metal cap over the top of his head, not needing to remove the strap as she did so. She
fastened the cap under his chin and then turned toward the buzzing machine. Alive, he thought. The machine
is alive.
Nurse Claire twisted a dial on the machine. Beautiful electricity arced his body, made him twist into
his straps as he jerked about, swaying with the current flowing through him. Pain beyond anything he ever
imagined surged through him again and again. He couldn’t even scream. As Richard bit into the leather
strap in his mouth, he finally felt alive once again.
As a child, Richard loved to drag his feet as he scooted across carpet to zap his unsuspecting victims.
“Owe!” they’d always scream, rubbing the spot where he’d managed to shock them.
“I am Zeus, god of thunder and lightning,” he’d holler as he ran off, giggling like a mad man.
‘Brat,’ they’d yell back when he was a kid. ‘Jerk,’ they yelled when he became a teenager. ‘Asshole,’
one of his girlfriends called him in college. He never got bored with shocking people, but the tiny blue arc
he’d get from the static electricity didn’t thrill him as much as it used to.
And people no longer thought him funny. They used to laugh. Now, whenever he came into a room,
people avoided him and made sure not to touch him or get too close knowing what he was capable of doing,
what he probably would do if given an opportunity. Only one person remained his friend after all these
years. Tom, his buddy, his reason for not simply destroying all those who’d rejected him. It was just a joke,
after all. And it’s not like he was hurting anyone. Not really. A little static never killed anyone.
“They fear me, now,” he said to himself as he left the party he’d crashed.
Since his best friend was throwing the party, he assumed he was invited, assumed he didn’t need an
invitation. Tom seemed happy to see him when he arrived with a six-pack of beer under each arm.
But then Tom’s girlfriend turned to him and hissed, “You said he wasn’t coming. You promised.” She
glared at Tom.
Tom looked from Richard and back to Alex,
mouth working, but no sound coming out.
“Hey, Alex,” Richard said, putting on his
most charming of charming smiles and leaning
toward her. “It’s okay…”
“Get away from me!” she snarled as she
side stepped, wrinkling her nose like she smelled
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something rotten. “You’re such a freak.” Then she turned to Tom who still hadn’t said anything. “If he
shocks me, you’ll never have this again,” and she pointed to her crotch.
“Buddy, can I talk to you,” Tom said.
Richard followed him out the front door. He couldn’t help but notice that instead of taking him
into another room, Tom had taken him outside…and not out back where people were partying, but out
front. They were alone. Tom was ushering him down the walkway, toward the road. Richard waited for the
explanation.
“Who told you about the party?”
He looked upset, worried, conflicted. His face contorted while it tried to smile. Richard had never
seen Tom like this.
“I don’t know. I just heard about it, I guess.”
This was a lie. Their mutual friend, Frank-the-skank bounded up to him and asked what time Tom’s
party started because he didn’t want to miss out on any of the pussy action. Richard told him eight o’clock
even though he hadn’t known Tom was throwing a party. Typically they planned these things together;
oversight, for sure. He knew he need only arrive. But, apparently this wasn’t the case.
“Hey, dude, I’m sorry. It’s just, well, you know how Alex is.”
“It’s okay,” Richard said; another lie. He saw people wincing when Tom took his arm to take him
outside, already prepping for the inevitable shock that didn’t come. They all moved back, eyeing him,
watching the finger on his right hand, his favorite weapon.
As Richard walked away, Tom called one more time, “I’m sorry.”
Richard couldn’t respond. His best friend, the guy who—since high school—thought this one
practical joke particularly funny, feared him. So what, he shocked people; big deal.
“But they are scared,” he mused.
For the first time since he was a child, he felt the spark of a great idea pop in his head. He smiled,
knowing what he had to do.
Nurse Claire cranked up the power. The pain intensified.
“You like to shock?” he heard Nurse Claire yell over the loud humming. Lights flickered all around
him. “Here’s my form of shocking,” she said.
Her laughter jarred through him.
A little electricity was a good thing; just a joke and sometimes a lesson. Yes. He was getting his
lesson; just like he gave everyone else a lesson.
“I am Zeus,” he’d said under his breath that night as he walked home, alone, the two six-packs
weighing down his arms the way his lost relationship with Tom weighed on his nerve. “I am the god of
thunder and lightning.”
In the room he rented from an elderly woman, he pulled a Taser gun from under his bed.
“So, I’m a freak,” he said. “And if she gets shocked, he won’t get any more of what she’s been giving
him.”
He left his room ignoring the old lady’s greeting on his way out of the house.
He stomped into the cold dark back toward Tom’s fraternity house.
“The jerk thinks he’s better than me, does he? Just ‘cause he has a girlfriend and a fraternity to
belong to, just ‘cause he has other people, he thinks he’s better? He isn’t shit. I’ll show him. I’ll show him
how quickly they ditch him when something bad happens. They don’t like him the way I do. They aren’t
his real friends. And now that he has other friends, he thinks he can just get rid of me? He doesn’t know.
Doesn’t know I’m his only real friend. They all use him; laugh at him behind his back.”
He didn’t feel the tears streaming down his face as he marched on, repeating his monologue over
and over again.
Pain receded as Nurse Claire turned the dial counter clockwise. Foamy spittle slicked the side of
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his face. Smoke curled from Richard’s hair as his
eyes lolled back in his head. Grinning, Nurse Claire
removed the leather strap from between his teeth.
“There now, little baby. Have we learned our
lesson?”
Somehow, he managed to croak, “Yes.”
“And you’ll never shock me again, will you,”
she cooed, stroking his head, leaning over him.
She was leaning just right. Richard felt her
hard nipple through her cotton shirt as it brushed
against the fleshy part of his thumb. No bra, no bra,
no bra, his mind screamed and his hand reacted before
he even thought about what he was doing. It turned
palm up, the fingers stretched like tentacles pinched
the warm flesh hovering just above the straps. No
Bra! Triumph. He grinned.
“Hey,” she screamed and stood. “Fucker!”
She spat in his face, hustled around the gurney
and turned the knob clockwise, hard. Once again, his
body arced in pain, beautiful, electric pain.
He stood outside the frat house. Several
people lurched around the front yard, red plastic cups
in their hands, booze and beer sloshing out.
“Hey, you’re not supposed to be here,” one of
them slurred as he marched toward the house.
Without saying a word, he drove the Taser
into the man’s gut and pulled the trigger. The man’s
body jolted; his beer went flying. It all happened so
fast, but Richard felt a rush unlike any other; much
better than mere static. And he didn’t have to wait
long for a charge. The man who tried to stop him
fell to the ground and twitched once. When someone
ran to help him, a small blue arc zapped the helper.
Richard giggled; two for the price of one.
He let himself inside. After all, he’d once been
welcome here. No one paid any attention to him as he
hunted for the bitch…and he’d find her, too.
Outside, out back, next to the pool, Alex and
Tom kissed in a lounge chair. Tom would be getting
some of what she had to give him soon enough,
Richard thought. He’d be getting a whole lot of what
she had to give him. What Tom didn’t know was that
it would be coming from Richard first. No one said
anything as he approached the couple entwined on
the lounge.
Full charge; in one motion, he plunged the
Taser into Alex’s back and pulled the trigger. He
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watched as blue arced from their lips, giving them both a jolt. Again, it was over too fast. The Taser knocked
them both unconscious. He giggled and zapped them again, enjoying the hum, the zap, the jolt of their
bodies. With static, he might get lucky enough to make a spark. This was much better.
“Hey!” Someone yelled from the pool.
The pool.
He turned and put the metal prongs of the Taser gun into the water. They scrambled, but not fast
enough. He hit the water with a jolt, zapping them all at once. That’s when people started screaming…and
running. Several people were on their cell phones calling the police.
Laughing, he ran through the party, chasing people like a horrible game of freeze tag, zapping
anyone he managed to catch up to.
Then the police arrived. And they had their own Taser gun. His grin plastered to his face making
him look like a crazed clown, he turned toward them and ran, Taser gun held in front of him, ready to zap
anyone who got in his way. They would all pay; they had to. They weren’t Tom’s real friends and they would
pay for making Tom reject him, for laughing at him, for calling him a freak.
The officer in front shot his Taser gun from a distance. Richard had seen these before, but hadn’t
been able to obtain one. The one he had was all he could get. But this…wow! Pain unlike anything he’d felt
before meeting Nurse Claire and shocking her ass surged through him as two prongs flew through the air,
plunged into his flesh and pumped electricity into his body attached to the Taser gun by wires. He jerked
and flopped on the ground, never losing his grin.
They’d beaten him at his own game. The world left him then. When he awoke, he was in jail. After a
lengthy hearing, they convicted him of aggravated assault, but instead of sending him to jail, he got sent to
the wonderful Sanitarium with its drab walls and beautiful nurse. They would help him, they said. He was
in a new program designed for people just like him. Soon, they would make him normal, like everyone else,
and he could be back in the world he loved.
Great.
And then Nurse Claire came along with her oh-so-shockable ass. He couldn’t help himself, but had
scooted his feet over the floor, generating his favorite weapon, stuck out his finger and ZAP! He’d ended up
on a gurney wheeled to this room.
And the second time around, she didn’t replace the leather strap. When he bit through his tongue, he
felt his body’s heat gush over his chin and down his throat, though this was far away, removed from the pain
surging through every fiber of his being. Then he couldn’t breathe. Blood gurgled down his throat making
his breath rattle, sputter and then stop.
Nurse Claire turned the dial counter clockwise once again, stopping the flow of pain, stopping the
lesson.
“Oopsy,” she said when she saw the blood, her tone that of sweet innocence. “Looks like I forgot your
little strap.”
He could hear her as he tried to breathe, but couldn’t respond. Her voice, her image began to fade
into darkness. And then she removed his bindings and rolled him onto his side. She slammed his back with
the heal of her palm. Further and further away, he drifted. She placed her sweet lips over his and breathed
into him. Her air filled his lungs.
After a few moments of CPR, she brought him back, got him to cough up the blood. She grinned as
she did this, no sign of panic on her face. As she stuffed his mouth with gauze, she laughed.
“Now, I think you’ve learned your lesson,” she said as she wheeled him from the room, the screech,
screech of the wheels echoing down the halls. “No more shocky for you.”
When he looked up, though, he could see her breasts swaying, braless under her shirt. He grinned
knowing this wouldn’t be the last time he’d need to be taught a lesson.
“I am Zeus,” he croaked, still smiling. 
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